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INTRODUCTION

Thirty selected home economics teacher educators from twenty-
four states participated in a three week institute at Iowa State
University July 24 through August 11, 1967, under provisions of a
grant from the U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
Office of Education.

This report includes a brief review of procedures of the
institute and specific suggestions for teacher education developed

during the institute by participants.

Purposes of Institute

The institute was developed around expressed concerns of voca-
tional educators concerning preparation of home economics teachers.
In the past home economics training has emphasized the preparation
of teachers to assist adults and youth for the responsibilities of
homemaking. The 1963 Vocational Education Act requires an addi-
tional focus on occupational training programs and on preparing
teachers for the expanding and extending vocational program. This

requires that teacher educators re-assess present pre-service and
in-service programs and develop needed changes. A major concern

for teacher educators is the development of a flexible training
program for preparing teachers for occupational education.

Objectives established during planning stages of the institute
were the following:

1. Identify policies and examine existing philosophies of
vocational education affecting teacher education in home

econonics.

2. Identify the qualifications of teachers needed for a

variety of kinds of occupational programs.

3. Develop plans for flexible and adaptable programs for
preparing present and prospective home economics teachers for
occupational education.

4. Develop guidelines for evaluating effectiveness of
teachers in occupational programs as bases for experimentation

and revisions of teacher education.
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METHOD

Selection of par-ticiaa

Information and application forms were sent to the head of
home economics education in all institutions preparing voca-
tional home economics teachers and to all state departments of
education. Participants were selected from eighty applicants
by a comnittee from the Department of Home Economics Education

at Iowa State University. Priority was given to teacher
educators who were present4 in-a position where they have
direct responsibility for pre-service or in-service education Y
of teachers for wage earning programs.

In the selection of participants, consideration was given to
geographical areas represented by the applicants with an attempt
made to secure participants from all regions of the United
States. No consideration was given to applicants who indicated
they could not participate for three full weeks. A list of
participants is given in the appendix.

Pro ram develo ment

The institute involved daily sessions July 24 through
August 11, at Iowa State University. Sessions included lectures,
discussions, observedons and individual and group work.

Six members of the staff of the Home Economics Education
Department and one member of home economics consultant staff of
Iowa Department of Public Instruction planned the general program
structure and selected consultants. A steering committee of
the institute director and four participants continuously
evaluated and revised the program d'iring the three weeks. A
complete copy of the program and list of consultants is given
in Appendix A and B.

An extensive list of references were provided participants
and copies of books, journals, research reports, catalogs and
informational pamphlebs were made available in the conference
rooms provided for the institute.
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TEACHER EDUCATION PLANS DEVELOPED AT INSTITUTE

One major objective of the institute was to develop plans
for flexible and adaptable programs designed to prepare present
and prospective homt_ economics teachers for occupational

programs. Each participant worked individually or in small
groups to develop a specific teacher education plan.

Development and refinement of plans continued during months
following the institute. Suggestions and recommendations were
solicited from co-workers; adjustments needed to make best use of
resources within a state were made; and some plans were evaluated

on basis of immediate use. Revised plans were returned to the
institute director January 1, 1968.

A summary of the teacher education plans developed are
given below. A more complete description of some plans are given
in the Appendix. Plans which do not appear in the Appendix are
resource units for courses or curriculum plans for short courses
and workshops similar in nature to those that are included.
Complete plans are available from individual participants or the

institute director.

Plans for preparing present and prospective teachers for
occupational programs are listed alphabetically by the states
represented at the institute.

Alabama

Participant: Alpha H. Jones, Alabama Agricultural and
Mechanical College, Normal, Alabama.

Plan: Follow-up study of students enrolled in occupational
home economics classes at Druid High School, Tuscaloosa,Alabana.

Purposes: The purpose of study is two-fold. The first

purpose is to determine the extent occupational courses are

providing qualified persons to fill jobs. The second purpose is

to provide an in-service experience for student teachers whil

will:

1. Develop awareness of employnent opportunities available
to students with training in occupational home economics

2. Help student teachers become familiar with course
content, methods and procedures

3. Provide experiences in conducting interviews, developing

instruments and evaluating data collected
4. Develop self-confidence in planning and carrying out

community survey.



Arizona:

Participant: Carol Ellsworth, State Departmemz of
Education, Phoenix.

Plan: A four..wook program fn onahlo fivo fn fon oolonfoti

home economics teachers to receive work experience in food
service and child day care occupations.

Participants are to be selected on basis of interest,
community support, and administrator's recommendation. They
will be selected from localities where there is a known need for
persons trained in the two service areas. This program is
primarily for individuals who have had little or no previous
work experience.

Selected teachers will attend an orientation seminar for
three days at the beginning of the program. They will then
report to one of the experience stations to observe, analyze
working skills and situations and work in different phases of
the job.

Participants will meet in half-day seminars on the second
and third Friday to share ideas gained, complete evaluation
devices, and revise procedures. Two full days will be spent at
conclusion in a summary and evaluation. During the final two
days plans for instructional programs in local schools will be
initiated.

Training stations will be selted from well established
busine-ses in vicinity of Phoenix where the seminar is to be
held. Participants will receive no pay for work done.



Arkansas:

Participant: Peggy Patrick, Supervisor, Home Economics

Education, State Department of Education, Little Rock,Arkansas.

Plan: A proposed introduction to occupational programs in

home economics. Plan developed in cooperation with three other

members of the institute. (See Appendix D-1)

Progress: Plan revised to include changes suggested by

teacher educators from Arkansas colleges and universities. The

revised plan will serve as instructional framework for an in-

service workshop to be held in the summer of 1968,

California:

Participant: Mrs. Dorothy W. Stone, Regional Supervisor,

Bureau of Homemaking Education, State Department of Education,

Los Angeles, California.

Plan: Develop a set of slides with accompanying taped

commentary, explaining programs of gainful employment that

utilize home economics skills and knowledge. The materials to

be designed for use of teacher educators in pre-service education

classes and for supervisors for in-service teacher education.

(See Appendix D-2)

Progress: Plan and budget developed. Plan approved and

funded by Sears Roebuck Foundation. All slides, the commentary,

charts, bibliography and suggestions for use to be finally

reviewed and edited in May 1968.

Hawaii:

Participant: Christine L. Tull, Home Economics Education,

University of Hawaii, Honolulu.

Plan: See plan for Peggy Patrick, Arkansas.

Progress: Occupational programs to be offered at post-high

school level only and specific preparation of home economics

teachers are not needed at this time.

Elements of plan incorporated into field study program for

student teachers planned cooperatively with supervising teachers.

Major purpose of field study was to help student teachers become

acquainted with community agencies and organizations, community

resources and employment opportunities.
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The State Home Economics Association will work with teacher

educator to conduct survey of home economists who are interested

in full-time or part-time employment. The survey will seek

information concerning the home economists' professional and

work experience. Potential teachers for occupational programs

will be identified.

Idaho:

Participant: Mrs. Janet Latham, hssistant State Supervisor,

State Board for Vocational Education, Boise.

Plan: "Workshop on Wheels," a teacher education project for

preparing or improving teachers for occupational programs.

(See Appendix D-3)

Progress: Plan made at institute refined and submitted for

funding. A cammittee from State Research Coordinating Unit

appointed to study and revise.

Indiana:

Participant: Joyce J. Terrass, Purdue University.

Plan: General outline for two levels of graduate courses

preparing occupational home economics teachers.

Progress: A new graduate course, Ed. 557, "Program Planning

and Development in Occupational Home Economics" is being offered

the second semester of 1967-.$8 school year at Purdue University.

The class was closed at 25, 10 applicants for admission turned

down. The outline which gives scope and sequence will provide

basic plan for a more advanced graduate course. A request for

Level II graduate course will be made for the following year if

need is evident. (See Appendix D-4)

Kentucky:

Participants: Jewell Deene Ellis, Murray State University

and Anna M. Gorman, University of Kentucky.

Plan: A project to identify potential teachers and prepare

individuals selected to teach in home economics occupational

programs in Kentucky.

Progress: Plans for cooperating with Kentucky Home Economics

Association to complete a survey of potential teachers from among

professional home economists, that is persons holding a bacca-

laureate degree in home economics, have been made. Survey forms
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are developed. Plans for completing survey in several geographic
areas were made and a plan established for securing and training

interviewers.

Objectives and general pl-ns for four phases of a training
program were completed. (See Appendix D-5)

Maine:

Participant: Mrs. Dawn C. Houghton, Home.Economics
Education, University of Maine, Orono.

Plan: Developmsnt of a handbook on occupational home
economics programs for use in teacher preparation at the pre-
service level. The content of the handbook will serve as guide
for one segment of a home econc..ics curriculum course.

Progress: The draft of the handbook was discussed with
student teachers and their supervisors. In each student teaching
center, the survey form, "A Specific Occupation Involving Home
Economics Knowledge and Skills" was used with a selected
employer of food service workers.

The initial draft of the handbook was discussed with
superintendents whose administrative units have been designated
as Regional Vocational Technical Centers and the vocational
directors and home economics teachers in these schools.

The handbook has also been used with the state home
economics advisory board.

Michigan:

Participant: Jane Bemis, Home Economics Education,
Northern Michigan University, Marquette.

Plan: A series of occupational education experiences for
use with pre-service and in-service teachers of home economics.
Each experience may be used singly or together in:

- seminar courses for seniors and graduate students
- graduate level curriculum workshop
- sub-regional meetings of home economics teachers
- consultant service to school.

A bibliography, specific procedures and illustrative mater-
ials developed for initial use first semester 1967-68. Follow .

up visits to beginning teachers in Upper Peninsula who have been
involved in experiences will be made in 1968-69, A questionnaire
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will be used in determining ways in which instruction has been
used by beginning teachers in other regions.

Michigan.:

Pnrti^ipnnt: rwr^lyn nolmmor, Unma Ronnnmine Reinratinn

Michigan State University, East Lansing.

Plan: A proposal for providing coordinated employment
experiences for vocational teachers.

Purposes: The purposes of the proposal are to: (1)identify
dimensions of the occupational environment likely to be involved
in the performances of various vocational teaching roles and
(2) outline a program for providing employment experiences.
(See Appendix D-7)

Minnesota:

Participant: Genevieve Olson, Program Planning and
Development, State Department of Education.

Plan: In-service conference for home economics teachers,
guidance personnel, and administrators.

Purpose: Greater degree of acceptance of the expanded role
of home economics in vocational education.

Progress: Twenty-two meetings were held in October 1967.
Approximately 1,000 persons representing 375 schools attended.
Two additional meetings were held in spring 1968. Participants
requested additional meetings of this kind, workshops to nrepare
themselves for specialized areas of teaching and more information
on job opportunities and training opportunities needed. (See
Appendix D-6)

Minnesota:

Participant: Marjory Moravek, Mankata State College.

Plan: Partial course outline for an undergraduate course
in home economics education incorporating gainful employment
aspects of vocational education.

Progress: Used during fall quarter.



New Jersey:

Participant: Mrs. Marie P. Meyer, Department of Vocational-
Technical Education, Rutgers, the State University of New
nrnsw4^k,

Plan: A field experiemce/seminar course to be offered as a
three-credit as partial fulfillment of a master's degree program
in Vocational-Technical Education at Rutgers University. The
program was designed for preparing home economics teachers of
related occupational programs at secondary adult and post high
school levels.

Progress: The externship implemented during the 1967-68
school year with three graduate students registered in the
program during spring term. (See Appendix D-8)

New Jersez:

Participant: Helen MLConnell, Glassboro State College.

Plan: A four-year teacher education plan for developing
competence in teaching occupationally oriented home economics.
In the initial curriculum design for a new college program in
home economics approved in spring 1966, six broad competences
were defined. One competence was stated: "A home economics
teacher needs to recognize opportunities and general requirements
for employment related to the subject area of home economics.

The proposed plan provides for developing this competence
during each of the four years of the college program.

Freshman year: In an introduction to home economics, a
survey of purposes and scope of home economics subject areas and
professional activities is made. Interviews and school vipits
help students get an averviaw of home economics education
programs for all age levels and to identify professional goals.

Sophomore year: A field trip to public housing projects
assista in study of characteristics, needs, and motivation
related to education and employment.

Junior year: A professional semester includes two
concurrent courses, one with field experience. Detailed planning
of this experience done in spring 1968. Experiences to be
considered include: observation and participation of a variety
of learners; assignments with community agencies serving families;
observation in vocational classes preparing for specific job or
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job clusters, analysis of an employment situation and survey

of occupat-_ons within a community.

Senior year: Student teaching to include opportunities to

observe and/or teach in occupational courses and a special

seminar to help individuals identify additional experiences they

need to develop professional competence.

An elective course to provide further experience in

occupational education is to be planned.

New York:

Participant: June Clarke, Home Economics Division, State
University College at Buffalo.

Plan: Proposal for summer workshop and for an upper'level

undergraduate elective course (or beginning level graduate
course), "Home Economics and Occupational Education."

Progresst Proposal for summer workshop submitted to Bureau
of In-Service Education, State Education Department, Albany, N.Y.

and approved for summer of 1968. This workshop to be one of

four on occupational education offered for home economize.
personnel during summer of 1968.

Workshop to be offered to 20 teachers now involved in

occupational education or who are serving in schools where there

are large numbers of students with special needs. (See

Appendix D-9)

New York:

Participant: DT. Helen Y. Nelson, Home Economics Education,

Cornell University.

Plan: Proposal for revised home economics education
curriculum for Cornell University to meet proposed dhanges in

regulations of state department of education for teaching
technical and related subjects.

Progress: The plan developed was duplicated and used with
home economics education staff at Cornell in connection with a

college-wide review of the home economics core. A proposed

revision of the core is still under consideration. At the state

level, the material has been shared with an ad hoc committee
working on guidelines for writing certification regulations.

(See Appendix D-10)
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Pennsylvania:

Participant: Mrs. Janet S. McMullen, Manfield State College.

Mansfield.

Plan: See plan for Peggy Patrick, Arkansas.

Progress: Aspects of plan incorporated into teaching.

Revisions made during use in sequence of objectives.

South Carolina:

Participant: Icesy Arnold, Home Economics Education,

Winthrop College.

Plan: In-service course in occupational home economics.

Purpose: Provide a means to help home economics teachers

develop the competencies needed to teach occupational home

economics.

Progress: Course plan completed and being tried out.

Course to be evaluated by: (1) evaluation of participants,

(2) quality of curricula developed, and (3) follow-up visits

to teachers enrolled in the course to determine quality of

progrmns. (See Appendix D-11)

South Dakota:

Participant: Ardyce Gilbert, South Dakota State University,

Brookings.

Plan: Proposal for credit course, "Practicum in Occupation-

al Teacher Education" for undergraduate hame economics education

students. The purpose of course is to alert the student to

realistic human interactions and problems involved in world of

work. Work experience is included. Students will use a critical

incident technique, modified for self-examination of emotional

reactions to work situations as one part of record of experiences.

Progress: Course proposal presented to curriculum committee

in January 1968 for approval for summer session 1968. Plans also

being made for an in-service workshop for teachers currently

involved in educational progrmns. (See Appendix D-12)

Tennessee:

Participant: Carole A. Jamison, Tennessee A. & I University,

Nashville.
11



Plan: Course Outline: A Survey of Occupational Training
Programs in Home Economics. The course planned as an elective
for undergraduate home economics education majors.

Progress: Used as basis for additional curriculum planning
during 1967-68 school year.

Texas:

Participant: Ophelia Manning, Home Economics Education,
A. and I University, Kingsville.

Plan: Introductory in-service workshop for home economics

teachers with emphasis on home economics education for gainful
employment.

Progress: Plans completed for workshop to be held at
Texas A. and I.University, June 17-21, 1968.

Texas:

Participant: Margaret Sitton, Home Economics Education,
Texas Technological College, Lubbock.

Plan: See plan for Peggy Patrick, Arkansas.

Progress: Various aspects of the curriculum plan
incorporated into two undergraduate courses. As a result of
introducing home economics occupational programs as an integral
part of home economics education course, students are developing
habit of thinking in terms of both education for family living
and occupational education.

Utah:

Participant: Marilyn Thompson, Department of Homemaking
Education, Brigham Young University, Provo.

Plan: Pre-service unit for potential teachers. The unit
is intended for undergraduate students and is to be taught within
a methods course in which students are enrolled just prior to

student teaching or in a workshop immediately following student
teaching.

Progress: Plan incorporated into new course developed as a
part of an over-all curriculum revision in fall 1967

Material shared at state meeting for supervising teachers

in March 1968.
12



Vermont:

Participant: Mrs. Lucie Anderson, Home Economics Education,

University of Vermont, Burlington.

Plan: Development of curriculum material for use in
teacher preparation at the pre-service level.

Progress: Has developed a course in Occupational Education.
The catalog description is as follows: OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

(2-3). Role of the home economics teacher in organizing and
implementing wage earning educational units at the secondary
school level. Prerequisite: 171 or experience in secondary

home economics education. The course was taught for first time

during the last seven weeks of the second semester, March 18 -
May 3, 1968.

One single concept film, Job Sequence in Food Service, was
developed as a part of original plan.

Virginia:

Participant: Martha D. Sieg, Madison College,Harrisonburg.

Plan: A short unit of study to be incorporated into
vocational home economics education.

Progress: Plan used second semester in Vocational Home
Econamics Education course.

The material developed served as background for planning
experiences in working in four occupational training programs for
all home econanics majors beginning in the fall of 1968. This
plan involves using a team of four staff members and will provide
a two-week experience in studying knowledge and skills required

in one of four occupational areas. (See Appendix D-12)

Washington:

Participant: Grace Granberg, Home Economics Education,
University of Washington, Seattle.

Plan: Develop an audiotutorial kit To Help Teachers Identifx
Essential Ste s in Plannialor Occupationallrommsie
Economics. The kit includes: (1) 10 tape recordings of inter-
views with "authorities" giving information, and (2) a manual of
instructions, guides and reactor sheets for the listener. The
kit is designed for self teaching. An outline of contents of

kit is in the Appendix.
13



Progress: Material used with groups at University of
Washington and made available at cost to other groups. By March
15, 1968, 52 kits had been sold to teacher educators throughout
the United States. (See Appendix D43)

Wisconsin:

Participant: Florence E. Lauscher, St)..te Department of
Public Instruction, Madison.

Plan: One-week introductory in-serv.;:e workshop for home
economics teachers with emphasi:; on education for gainfnl
employment.

Progress: Presented to vocational program administrator.
Workshop to be conducted August 1968. (See Appendix D-1t0
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CONCLUSIONS AND GENERALIZATIONS

Major ideas and conclusions developed by each participant

during the institute were reported at the final session. Statel

ments of these conclusions and generalizations excerpted from

transcription of a tape recording of the informal discUssion are

given here. The statements have been grouped into several

aeneral categories by the editor.

purposes and Philosophies of Uome Economics Education
.

1. The philosophy of vocational education must fit into a

larger educational philosophy and philosophy of life if we are

to educate individuals for all aspects of living and to cope

with his total environment.

2. The best opportunities for learning come from the

combined efforts of teachers involved in the team approach. One

of the exciting persons on the team at this institute was Dr.

Lagomarcino - he has been quoted consistently since he spoke to

us. One oE his statements which seems particularly useful to

vocational educators is: "Children are cheated when they don't

have an opportunity for both liberal and vocational education."

3. The home economics education program will be "as strong

as its weakest link." The three main links in this chain are

three major purposes: (1) to prepare learners for gainfua

employment, (2) to prepare youth and adults for homemaking or

family living, and (3) to prepare women for their dual roles as

homemakers and wage-earners.

4. It is easier to apply new techniques, design new courses,

or develop new projects than to change some of our basic beliefs

and assumptions. We have information material and media which

provide new ideas for programs, courses and projects, but little

information available to help support or evaluate assumptions,

objectives, and beliefs. Unless we eva1ua4e beliefs, we merely

use new material and media to implemelt old objectives and

beliefs. Perhaps we need to take time out to think about what we

believe and determine whether the "is-ness" and the "ought-ness"

go together. It is difficult to find the facts to support

beliefs so we are apt to accept one set of beliefs as good as

any and go on from there without further study.

53 Resistance of change may be a manifestation of insecur-

ity, if one is mature, he is receptive to ideas and will be able

to evaluate and change his actions in terms of greatest benefit

to society rather than clinging to old ways of thought and

action.
15



6. The word "commonality" was used many times. Frances

Shipley, Dr. Tomlinson, Louise Mullen all reported on commonal-

ities within clusters of jobs. This may give us clues of ways

to organize and teach occupational courses and clues as to ways

to prepare teachers. Perhaps we should also identify the

commonalities of homemaking teachers and occupational home

economics teachers . there may be more commonalities than we

have recognized.

7. If the labors of teacher educators in implementing

occupational programs in home economics are to be productive,

then there is a need for: (1) a sound philosophy of.vocational

education, (2) a firm commitment that home economics can serve

the dual purpose of training for homemaking and wage-earning,

and (3) enthusiasm and interest in helping in-service and pre-

service teachers became involved in developing creative ideas

for iinplementing programs.

8. As home economists help youth or adults improve their

competency on the job, they can also help with personal and

family living problems. There are possibilities of strengthening
the gainful employment classes by supplementing with "useful"

homemaking courses.

9. The degree of success which home economists achieve in

fulfilling the goal of preparing persons for gainful employment

is directly related to positive and firm commitment toward this

aspect of the total program. We need to continue to ask these

questions: What are the true attitudes and feelings of teacher
educators toward helping those individuals who have not been
served adequately in hame econamics? How do we help prospective
teachers acquire a positive commitment to education for wage-

earning?

Cooperation and Integration within Vocational Education

1. Educators can interact constructively on common problems

when the environment for interaction provides new experiences in

non-threatening situations.

2. When all of those engaged in vocatic4:1 education work

together more closely, a better understanding of the purposes of

eac)- group will be developed; and in turn each group of

vi.Lational educators will be in a position to identify unique

roles.

3. If a person at any level of an occupation os profession

is to function effectively and successfully within the structure

16



of his responsibility, he needs continually to renew his efforts
to establish and maintain satisfactory interpersonal relation-
ships with individuals and groups at each level within the
occupation or profession.

4. In a team approach, home economics may be integrated
with programs of other vocational services - or the content of
other services may be integrated into home economics - with each
building upon the commonalities and the differences.

5. Integration of effort is needed among the local teachers,
teacher educators, and state department of education as well as
between businesses and education.

6. If educators really integrate efforts, each will work
with other people to become a part of the total education of an
individual rather than claiming that certain Objectives are
achieved within one course or one vocational service.

7. One vital part of cooperation is willingness to support
an idea. For example, presently employed homemaking teacher may
not be person to organize, plan and teach the occupational
training courses but she can initiate, interpret and support
programs.

Leadership and Communication

1. Steps to be taken in implementing plans made at the
teacher education institute into an effective program of teacher
training both for pre-service and inservice include informing the
community of the possibilities for wage.earning programs for home
economics oriented jobs. In a community that has no wage-earning
programs established, community leaders and other key people can
help the community become aware of the possibilities.

2. Meetings of vocational education coordinators can be
used to communicate some of the ideas developed at the teacher
education institute.

3. "soft sell" the home economicc occupational programs,
when community needs to justify the effort.

4. Avenues of communication among all vocational services
as well as with other areas of education and other departments
within the state government need to be kept wide open.

5. We need to communicate the challenge of the expanded
role of home economics education to all home economics teachers
and stimulate each to apply this challenge in a way which is
best for her and ner situation - each person operates within the
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realm of his experiences and tends to hear and retain those ideas

which fit into his scheme of thinking. Even though we try to

reconcile our varying beliefs and methods, if we try to function

as someone else does, we become frustrated and lose our effec.

tiveness.

Research Needs

1. From the reports of research given . and particularly

from Dr. Scruggs' discussion - it is clear that we need to do

more research that Li, "good" research. We also need to screen

from the research which has been done in home economics and

related fields in vocational education, the findings that can be

interpreted and used by these implementing programs.

2. Extensive research is necessary to guide teacher

educators and state vocational home economics personnel in

setting up guidelines for occupational programs throughout all

states of the United States. We need to do research on many of

the "intervening variables" presented by Dr. Scruggs as she

discussed a possible model for research and need to examine

ultimate goals.

3. Research as a resource is not completely accessible to

home economics teacher educators and supervisors unless they

are directly connected in some way with research project.

Methods and Materials

1. Knowledge of medi- available encourages teachers to be

innovative; the vocational teacher should be equipped to use all

media available.

2. Special and specific needs of students can be met by use

of self-tutorial devices, such as audio-twtorial tapes, which

provide an opportunity for the learner to learn at his own rate.

Single concept film aids the learner in determining the specific

steps involved in a single process.

Teacher Preparation and Growth

1. The key to the success of a teaching program is the

teacher. He needs to know what he is teaching, the subject

matter content, out even more important is the feeling he has for

another human being - his awareness, understanding and empathy

for the individual as an individual and as a member of a group.

2. Teachel educators have responsibility broadening and

expanding the scope of the home economics education program to

include gainful employment as an integral part of the total

program. This may be done by (1) considering programs designed
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for gainful employment into all methods courses and student

teaching and (2) providing courses and experience for in-service

and pre-service teachers which enable them to acquire skills and

knowledge needed for teaching in occupational training programs.

3. Teachers who have been prepared to teach the "useful"

(homemaking) aspects of home economics may feel a little insecure

as they think about the job of preparing people for wage-earning

occv ms. Fear of doing the new is overcome when one becomes

invw. .:,.. Therefore, home economics teachers who are to teach

courses designed to prepare persons for gainful occupations need

to be involved :1 developing materials, in work experiences, and

in making surveys and job analyses.

4. Orientation to the world of work. In order to be able

to orient youth - and adults - to the world of work, teachers

and supervisors need to re-orient themselves. Because of the

innovations in methods, materials and organizational structure of

businesses and industries, recency of work experience is of

vital importance.

5. If one bases teacher preparation requirements on

historically accepted (in vocational education)notions concerning

the relationship of the quantity or quality of work experiences

to effective teaching, the validity of the program can be

questioned. When one analyzes the kinds of knowledge,comprehen-

sion, and skill needed to work significantly with the culturally

and economically and educationally disadvantaged, it is obvious

that the training programs for teachers can be neither short,

crash, casual programs nor incidental to a craftman's skill.

Research on the value of the work experience as a part of all

vocational-technical teacher education programs is needed.

Differences in kind and the amount of work experience needed are

not necessarily differences in vocational service (e.g., Hame

Economi%.3, Distributive Education, Agriculture) but may be

differences related to differences of grade level, character-

istics of learners and the level and nature of the occupation.

6. If professional people expect to keep up-to-date it is

very important they attend professional meetings; reading does

..ot help develop or clarify ideas in the way that involvement

in a group situation does.

7. Conferences, institutes, and other types of educational

programs for vocational educators are effective when partici-

pants have to plan projects in which they apply new ideas to

their own locale.
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8. Concentrated interaction and involvement with colleagues

who are concerned about similar problems provides an opportunity

to develop a vital dimension of professional resources. Innova-

tion can be a lonely experience at times but short intensive

professional work meetings can provide the basis for continued

exchanges in developing program ideas and research in teacher

education.

9. The excellent techniques for involving prospective

teachers in home economics occupational programs which have been

presented could be used to strength other areas of teacher

education and other aspects of the total college program.
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Appendix A

INSTITUTE FOELBDME ECONOMICS TEACHER EDUCATORS

ON PREPARING TEACHERS FOB:OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS

Iowa State University
July 24 - August 11, 1967

FIRST WEEK

Monday, July 24

Orientation
Developing Human Resources - James Socknox,t* Iowa Manpower

Development Council
Pre-Seminar Inventory -.Hester Chadderdon
Home Economics in Occupational Programs

As I see It - Margie Lowrance, State Supervisor,Washington

In representative states - Jewell Ellis, Kentucky
Carole Ellsworth, Arizona
Carole Jamison, Tennessee

College of Home Economics Coffee Forum: Youth on Campus

Tuesday, July 25

Philosophies of Vocational Education as Bases for Planning

Teacher Education
Informal presentations - Virgil Lagomarcino, Director,

Teacher Education, ISU, and
Marie Meyer, Reg. II, USOE

Discussants - Helen Nelson, Cornell University
Margie Lowrance
Kenneth Wold, Director, RCU, Iowa

Group work. Development of Statements of Beliefs

Topic Leaders;

1. Pre-vocational education and
Orientation to world of work

2. Commonalities in vocational

education

3. Vocational education in secondary
schools; in post-secondary schools

4. Role of home economics in
vocational education

5. Vocational education for
disadvantaged

Group picnic.

*Complete titles and addresses of leaders and participants are
given on attached lists.

Alpha Jones, Alabama
Eleanore Kohlmann

Genevieve Olson, Minn.
Kenneth Wold

Peggy J. Patrick, Ark.
Louise Mullen

Marjorie Moravek, Minn.
Virginia F. Thomas

Marie Meyer,Reg.II,USOE
Gladys Ebert
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Wednesday, July 26

Chairman - Louise Mullan
Beliefs about Vocational Education: Implications for Teacher

Educati^n7gyripnern nf* group letlaArg
Surveying Needs in Home Economics Related Occupations

Importance of Surveys - Margie Lowrance
A pre-service experiment - Joyce Terras
Report of research project - Analysis of Tasks in Three

Occupations: Frances Shipley, ISU
Procedures in making local surveys -.Mal-gie Lowrance
Film: HOME FIRES.

Thursday, July 27

Leader - Margie Lowrance
Surveying Occupational Needs: Implications for teacher

education - Joyce Terras, Indiana
Lucie Anderson, Vermont
Gladys Grebe, Iowa

Procedures for Planning Occupational Training Programs -
Carolyn Dommer, Michigan
Ardyce Gilbert, South Dakota
Janet Latham, Idaho

Review plans for Friday and second week.

Friday, July 28

Field experience - visit to Women's Job Corps, Omaha
Planning committee: Blanche Miller, June Clarke - New
York, Martha Sieg - Virginia, Marilynn Thompson - Utah.

SECOND WEEK

Monday, July 31

Women's Job Corps - Implications for teacher education:
June Clarke, New York
Martha Sieg, Virginia
Marilynn Thompson, Utah

Selecting and Preparing Vocational Teachers
Health Occupations - Elizabeth Kerr, Consultant, Iowa

State Dept. of Voc. Etch, and Robert M. Tomlinson,
University of Illinois

Distributive Education - Kenneth Rowe, Arizona State U.
Unique and Comnon Elemen.Ls in Teacher Education in Voce-

. tional Education - Sylvia Lee, Center for Vocational and
Technical Education, Ohio State University

National Committee on Household Employment - Margaret Morris,
Project Director

College of Home Economics Coffee Forum: Changing Roles of

Women.
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Tuesday, August 1:

Reports of Teacher Education Programs for Preparation of
Teachers of Wage-Earning
Icesy Arnold - South Carolina Grace Grenberg - Washington
Jane Bemis - Michigan *Dorothy Stone - California
Group work: Developing plans for pre-service and in-service

MILLUUU1Unto

Wednesday, August 2

Individual group work
Selecting prospective teachers, Anna Gorman, University-of Ky.

Thursday, August 3

Individual work
Progress Reports
Report of research, recognized problems of single Iowa girls
who enter world of work following high school graduation -

- Phyllis Christmann, ISU

Friday, August 4

Field visit to Vocational Rehabilitation Center, Des Moines.

THIPn WRNT

Monday, August

Demonstration of Educational Media - Roger Volker, Educational
Materials Center, ISU

Providing occupational experiences - Louise Mullen.

Tuesday, August 8

Group work
Second administration of Attitude Inventory - Hester Chadderdon.

Wednesday, August 9

Group work.

Thursday, August 10

Group work
Summary of attitude test results - Hester Chadderdon
Research in teacher education - progress and needs -

Marguerite Scruggs
Review plans for Friday.
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Friday, August 11

Project plans: selected reports
Experiences in making a single concept film - Lucie

Anderson, Vermont
Philosophical bases for occupational experiences for

teachers - Carolyn Dommer, Michigan
A resource materials center - Margaret Sitton, Texas
Introduction to wage-earning programs in home economics, an

audio-visual presentation - Dorothy Stone,California
Competences for teachers of home economics related occupa-

tions - Marie Meyer, Reg. II, DSOE
Critical incident technique, modified for self-examination

of emotional reactions - Ardyce Gilbert, So. Dakota
Audio-tutprial kit to assist teachers identify essential

concepts in each step of process of planning homa
economics programs - Grace Granberg, Washington.

Big Ideas - a 3-minute report from each participant of major
impressions and generalizations developed at institute.

Committees:

Institute Planning - Members of staff of Home Economics
Education Department:

Irene Beavers
Hester Chadderdon
Alberta D. Hill
Eleanore Kohlmann
Blanche Miller
Louise Mullan(State Dept. of Education)

Virginia Thomas
Steering Committee (July 24 - August 11)

Alberta Hill
Marie Meyer
Helen Nelson
Dorothy Stone
Christine Tull

Facilities and Arrangements:
Blanche Miller
Gladys Grabe
Dawn Houghton.



APPENDIX B

CONSULTANTS AND SPEAKERS
INSTITUTE FOR HOME ECONOMICS TEACHER EDUCATORS

Iowa State University
Ames, Iowa

July 24 - August 11, 1967

Mr. Leo Armatis, Director of Public Relations, Omaha Job Corps Center

for Women, 314 South 16th St., Omaha, Nebraska

Miss Elizabeth Kerr, State Consultant, Health Occupation Education,

University of Iowa, Iola City, Iowa

Mr. Theo King, Iowa VocaUonal Rehabilitation Division,

1029 Des Moines St., Des Moines, Iowa

Dr. Sylvia Lee, Center for Vocational and Technical Education, Ohio

State University, 980 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212

Miss Margie Lowrance, Supervisor, Home and Family Life Education,

State Board for Vocational Education, PO Box 248, Olympia,

Washington, 98501

Mrs. Margaret M. Morris, Project Director, National Committee on

Household Employment, 1346 Connecticut Ave. N.W., Washington,

D.C. 20036

Mr. Kenneth L. Rowe, Teacher Eclutator, Distributive Education,

College of Business Administration, Arizona State University,

Tempe, Arizona

Mr. James Socknot, Iowa Manpower Development Council,

500 East Locust, Des Moines, Ioea

Dr. Robert M. Tomlinson, College of Education, University of

Illinois, Urbana

Dr. Kenneth M. Wold, Director, Research Coordinating Unit,

Division of Vocational Education, 217 - 7th St., Des Moines,

Iowa

Iowa State University staff:

HOMB Economics Education:

Dr. Irene Beavers, associate professor
Dr. Hester Chadderdon, professor
Miss Phyllis Christmann, graduate assistant
Mrs. Gladys Ebert, instructor
Dr. Alberta D. Hill, head and professor
Dr. Eleanore L. Kohlmenn, associate professor
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Miss Blanche Miller, assistant professor
Dr. Margutrite Scruggs, professor and assistant dean,

College of Home Economics
Miss Frances Shipley, graduate assistant
Dr. Virginia F. Thomas, associate professor

Dr. Virgil Lagomarcino, Director, Teacher Education

Miss Louise Mullan, Conaultant, State Department of Education

and Assistant Professor, Institution Management Department

Mr. Roger Volker, Director, Educational Materials Center.



APPENDIX C

List of Participants
Institute for Teacher Educators

Iowa State University

Ames, Iowa
1967

Lucie P. Anderson, Teacher Educator, University of Vermont,

Burlington, Vermont 05401

Icesy Arnold, Itinerant Teacher Trainer, Winthrop College, Rock

Hill, South Carolina 29733

Jane Bemis, Teacher Educator, Northern Michigan University,

Marquette, Michigan 49855

June Clarke, Teacher Educator, State University College, Buffalo,

New York 14222

Carolyn Dommer, Teacher Educator, Michigan State University,

East Lansing, Michigan

Gladys Ebert, Teacher Educator, Iowa State University, Ames,Iowa

ewell Deene Ellis, Itinerant Teacher Trainer, Murray State

University, Murray, Kentucky 42071

Carol Ellsworth, Asst. State Supervisor, State Department of

Vocational Education, Phoenix, Arizona 85007

Ardyce Gilbert, Teacher Educator, South Dakota State University

Brookings, South Dakota

Anna M. Gorman, Teacher Educator, College of Education, Univer-

sity of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky 40506

Gladys Grabe, State Supervisor, State Board for
Vocational Education, Des Moines, Iowa 50319

Grace Granberg, Teacher Educator, University of Washington,

Seattle, Washington 98105

Dawn C. Houghton, Teacher Educator, University of Maine, Orono,

Maine 04473

Carole Jamison, Teacher Educator, Tennessee A. and I.State

University, Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Alpha H. Jones, Teacher Educator, Alabama A, & M. College,

Normal, Alabama
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Janet Latham, Asst. State Supervisor, State Board for Vocational
Education, Boise, Idaho 83701

Florence Lauscher, State Supervisor, State Dept. Public
Instruction, Madison, Wisconsin 53702

Ophelia S. Manning, Teacher Educator, Texas A. & I., Kingsville,
Texas 78363

Helen McConnell, Teacher Educator, Glassboro State College,
Glassboro, New Jersey 08028

Janet McMullen, Teacher Educator, Mansfield State College,
Mansfield, Pennsylvania 16933

Marie P. Meyer, Teacher Educator, Douglass College, Rutgers
University, New Brunswick, New Jersey 09903

Marjory Moravek, Teacher Educator, Mankato State College,
Mankato, Minnesota

Helen Y. Nelson, Teacher Educator, N.Y.State College of H.Ec.,
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14850

Genevieve L. Olson, Program Consultant, State Department of
Education, St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Peggy Jones Patrick, State Supervisor, State Department of
Education, Little Rock, Arkansas 72201

Martha D. Sieg, Teacher Educator, Madison College, Harrisonburg,
Virginia 22801

Margaret Sitton, Teacher Educator, Texas Technological College,
Lubbock, Texas 79409

Dorothy 4Stone, Regional Supervisor, 809 State Bldg.,
Los Angeles, California 90012

Joyce Terrass, Teacher Educator, Purdue University, Lafayette,
Indiana 77907

Marilynn Thompson, Teacher Educator, Brigham Young University,
Provo, Utah

Christine Tull, Teacher Educator, University of Hawaii,
Nbnolulu, Hawaii 96822.
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APPENDIX D

A PROPOSED INTRODUCTION TO
OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS IN HOME ECONOMICS

Overview

The major purposes of the proposal were to:

Provide a structure for introducing occupational programs to
home economics education majors.

Motivate home economics education majors to acquire addi-
tional training in preparation for teaching gainful employment
courses.

The proposal was designed to be used in any of the following
ways:

An integral part of the regular undergraduate teacher
education program - methods course, special problems course,
student teaching.

A unit in an undergraduate methods course in home economics
education.

A supplementary offering in a special problems course
preceding or following the student teaching experience.

An institute for teacher educators.

A workshop for in-service teachers.

A conceptual framework of the content for teacher education wes
developed to provide flexibility of use in home economics
education programs.

Competences, Objectives and Generalizatic,rq

I. General competence: An understanding of the forces which
brought about the present emphasis on occupational training.

Objectives:

Relate sociological, technological and economic conditions
to legislation which provides for the establishment of
occupational programs.

Identify the relationship between education for useful
employment and education for gainful employment in a total
school situation.
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Gain some ability to use present and projected employment
outlooks to determine and structure occupational programs for
the community.

GeneralizaLions:

Legislation is affected by social, technological, and
economic conditions.

Present and projected outlook for employment indicates a
need for training in home economics related occupations.

The implementation of gainful employment program in home
economics involves reappraisal and adjustment of present
concepts to most changing conditions.

II. General Competence: Identification of factors involved in
planning and implementing occupational ptograms.

Objectives:

Identify attitudes toward work which contribute to job
satisfactiorL

Identify attitudes a teacher needs to plan and implement
wage earning programs.

Recognize the need for cooperative and continuous
vocational guidance.

Recognize the channels of communication which are necessary
to establish and maintain an occupational program.,

Identify teacher behaviors which contribute to affective
public relations.

Evaluate various procedures used to collect information
pertaining to the need for occupational training.

Recognize the affects of labor organization policies and
regulations on enployment practices.

Analyze work situations to select teaching techniques which
involve students in learning experiences for gainful employment.

Gain skill in interviewing specialists and workers to gain
information for use in planning occupational courses.

Plan field trips to acquaint high school students with job
opportunities and community resources.
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Recognize work experience as a means of acquuiring feelings
toward work as well as understanding of skills needed for
teaching gainful employmeat.

Develop ability to supervise student during work experience.

Generalizations:

Satisfying occupational experiences contribute to self-
employment and self-acceptance.

Positive attitudes toward work contribute to a satisfying
occupational experience.

The success of occupational training programs depends, to a

large extent, upon cooperative and continuous vocational
guidance.

Communication between the school and community lends
support and mutual enrichment to an occupational program and
promotes good public relations.

Understanding and interaction with members of the community
and other vocational services contribute to czcupational
programs which will more nearly meet the needs of the community.

Flexibility in the work experience program permits adjust-
ments for individual ability and competency lev,ls.

Policies and regulations of labor organizations determine,
to some extent, employment practices.

A broad knowledge and understanding of resources available
enables the teacher to supplement her knowledge of and skills
in specific occupations.

Related work experience for teachers of occupational
programs provides a realistic view of the environmental factors
of the world of work.

Concepts

In order to develop generalizations listed above, the
following concepts would need to be. clarified and expanded.

I. Forces which brought about occupational training
Legislation

Socio-economic conditions
Technological advances
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Projected employment outlook
Dual role of women and men
Increased life expectancy
Population mobility.

II. Planning and implementing occupational prograws
Community needs
Policies and regulations

Vocational education
Labor regulations
Health and safety regulations
Licensing

Dignity of the individual
Attitudes toward work
Cooperative vocational guidance
Communications
Available resources
Work-study programs
Work experiences
On-the-job training and supervision
Cooperative education

Field study
Vocational interest
Vocational ability
Employment practices
Work environment
Job classifications
Job analysis
Employment survey

Plan for Evaluation

Complete evaluation of the proposal will include an
immediate and long term assessment.

Immediate:

During the fall, 1967, each member of the committee will
use and evaluate the proposal to determine:

If the purposes were achieved
Its adaptability to various intended uses
Needed changes.

To help each member evaluate the proposal, the committee
recommends that the plan for evaluation include an assesmnent
of student:

Comprehension of the social, technological, and economic
conditions which led to legislation providing for occupational
training.
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Comprehension of the laws and regulations prwiding for
and implementing occupational education.

Comprehension of the role of the teacher in vocational
guidance and counseling.

Ability to identify channels of communication needed to
plan and implement gainful employment and relate these to good
public relations.

Ability to relate attitudes toward work to satisfaction
with work experiences and employment.

Ability to relate understanding of work environment and
employment practices to satisfaction with work experiences and
employment.

Ability to use enployment surveys as a guide for planning
curriculum such as:

To identify community needs and available resources
To make job analysis for job classifications.

Long term:

A follow-up of students (visits and questionnaires) will be
made to determine evidences of interest such as:

Following the development of occupational prograns locally
and nationally

Participating in a workshop or an advanced course for
gainful employment

Participating in an occupational education program as a
member of a team

Directing or coordinating an occupational education program.

As an interest factor, and not as an evaluation of the
proposal, the committee is interested in evidence which
indicate that these learnings have been incorporated in the
useful employment home economics classes.
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Slides and Taped Commentary on
FOCUS ON GAINFUL EMPLOYMENT EDUCATION IN HOME ECONOMICS

IN CAIJFORNIA

Objectives

Increase interest and understanding of education fbr gainful
employment related to home economics, the reasons for its nation-
al development, and the procedures for initiating a specific
program in California.

Stimulate the desire for further consideration and study of
home economics education programs at the high school and junior
college levels for "better homes for a better world and for the
development of individuals who can 9o0ribute to and find
satisfaction in the world of work."04

Description of Project

Develop a set of slides with accompanying taped commentary,
explaining programs of gainful employment that utilize home
economics skills and knowledge for use of teacher educators in
pre-service education classes and for supervisors of homemaking
education to use for in-service teacher education. Length of
time: 25-30 minutes.

A packet of materials and pamphlets will be assembled to
accompany the slides and tapes for further study by student
teachers and teachers.

A duplicate set of the slides, tapes, and packet will be
made available to each of:

A. Teacher educators of the 25 institutions of higher
education where teachers of homensking education are prepared.

B. Ten state supervisors from whom it will be loaned to
county and city supervisors of homemaking education as requested.

Suggestions for possible uses of the slides, tapes, and
packet end a device for evaluating its effectiveness as an
instructional aid, to be filled out and re-b./lined, will be
prepared and disseminated with it.

(1)

Ruth Stovall, "Leadership Development in Home Economics."
American Vocational Journal, May 1967, Vol. 42, No. 51 p.29.
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The sequence of the content for the film, FOCUS ON GAINFUL
EMPLOYMENT EDUCATION IN HOME ECONOMICS IN CALIFORNIA, will
follow these questions, showing pictures with accompanying
commentary for information:

1 What is gainful employment education in home economics?

2. How did this kind of program happen to come into
existence?

3. Bow do these programs for gainful employment differ from
the program for homemaking education?

4. Who teaches these programs?
5. Bow do you initiate and start a program for gainful

employment?
6. ROW do you develop such a program?
7. When and where will these programs be developed and

what will be taught ?
8. Who will be enrolled?
9. What facilities and equipment will be required?

10. Bow do you finance this programa
11. ROW iS it taught?
12. Bow do you evaluate the effectiveness of this program?
13. What is the nursery school assistant programa
14. Bow can a student teacher or experienced teacher learn

more about gainful employment education in home economics?
15. What are the satisfactions for a teacher in developing

a program for gainful employment.

Example of the format for pdanning the slides and taped
commentary:

1. What is Gainful Employment Education in Home Economics?

Questions and information:
Preparation for jobs that use home economics skills and
knowledge at less than baccalaureate degree levels of
education: high sdhool and junior college (entry-

level and semi-skilled jobs).

Some specific jobs related to home economics.

Slide frames:

Five or six slides showing examples of employees of
different age levels working in jobs; i.e., aide in a
nmrsery school or child care center, homemaker's.

. assistant, salesgirl in clothing store or food service

worker.

A slide showing a chart that lists occupations grouped
under major areas of home economics curriculum.
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Sources for commentary:

The world of work in occupations related to home

economics: articles in current journals and state

publications.

A Washington state dhart distributed at the institute

"Occupations Using Knowledge and Skills of Home

Economics" or one developed in California.

2. Why ie Education for Gainful Employment at Less than

College Level Important?

Questions and information:

National picture of unemployment, high school dropouts

and its relationship to college entrace curricular

emphasis in schools.

Home economics education contributes to total education

that furthers home and family living through useful

homemaking education (Smith-Hughes, George Barden. Acts)

and through gainful employment education (ADTA, VEA163)

Slide frames:

Slides showing charts from the Summary Reports of panel:

p. 1 - by 1970, 87 million will be working fall-time

p. 2 - schools must help 26 million youngsters work their
way through challenging decade ahead

p. 3 - eight aut of ten will not complete college

p. 4 - 1960-70 the most rapidly expanding occupations.

Slide of a presentation showing development through
legislation of home economics education now including

that for gainful employment.

Sources for commentary:

Education for Changing_yokllijg Work - Report of Panel

of Consultants on Vocational Education requested by the
President of the United States.

Venn, Grant: Mbn Education and Work

" W2mapager_la - speedh made at National
FHA meeting, July 1967

U.S. Dept. of Labor: California Women EMployment

Statistics
Already developed in California
Vocational Education Act of 1963 - Purposes.
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Plan for development

August 1967, staff of Bureau of Homemaking Education, California
State Department of Education - meet to review proposed
project for acceptance and suggestions for revision,
resources, implementation and financing.

October 1967, Bureau staff committee - prepare application for
funds from Sears Roebuck Foundation.

November 1967, Bureau staff committee - confer with representa-
tive of Sears Roebuck Foundation. Develop application into

final form and submitted to foundation.

December 1967, Bureau staff committee - revise and develop
proposed sequence of slides and commentary content.

January 1968, Advisory committee composed of representatives
. from home economics teacher educators, city and county
supervisors, teachers of existing gainful employment educa-
tion programs, Sears Roebuck Foundation and photographer -
review project for suggestions and recommendations.

February 1968, Staff committee and representatives from. advisory
committee - review proposed sequence of slides and content
of commentary, confer with photographer, and select locations
and arrange for photography.

March 1968/ announce the project giving progress report to state-
wide educators and department heads from institutions where
homemaking teachers are prepared.

March and April 1968, staff committee with assistance of advisory
committee members - complete the content of the commentary;
prepare material for packets, bibliography, charts, sugges-
tions for use of slides, evaluation device; select slides
from those submitted by photographer.

May 1968, advisory committee - preview final produet. Evaluate an
and recommend necessary adjustments and make plans for
effective distribution of the sets for maximum results in
accomplishing the purposes.of the project.

Plan for Evaluation of gwelpalect

A device for evaluating the effectiveness of "A Focus on
Gainful Employment Edueation in Home Economics in California" as
an instructional aid will be developed, duplicated, and enclosed

in each of the packets. These will be filled out and returned
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after its use in classrooms at the colleges and/or at meetings
of teachers and administrators from which a tabulation and*
summary of responses will be made as a report.

Personal interTiew follow-up with a representative group of
teacher educators and supervisors who use the film will be made.
Evidence of the inclusion of units or experiences on gainful
employment in pre-service teacher education in home economics
as a result of the stimulation from the presentation will be
collected for the report.

A plan for evaluation during the following years (1968-70)
will be developed to determine continuing effectiveness through a:

(1) Survey of former student teachers now in classrooms to
determine if and how the presentation (slides and tapes) has
influenced their programs.

(2) Survey of new gainfal employment programs, especially
those in nursery school education, to determine any motivating
effect the presentation may have had to bring into existence
more programs.

122§_crintoft_lo e c t for which funding_istaing requested

A fourth step in long-range planning has now evolved as a
result of the accomplished steps described in the preceding
statements and the impetus given by national institutes attended
by two staff members in Home Economics Education from the Cali-
fornia State Department of Education.

National institutes funded through the Division of Adult and
Vocational Research, U. S. Office of Education, Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, were held in the United States
for the first tine during the summer of 1967. The institutes
were directly related to education for occupational programs in

vocational education. Two of the institutes were for home

economics. These were:
1. An Institute for Home Economics Teacher Educators on

Preparing Teachers for Occupational Programs held at Iowa State
University at Ames

2. An Institute on Post-High School Wage Earning Programs
in Home Economics Education in Child Care and Guidance held at
Florida State University, Tallahassee.

One of the major stated objectives for the institute for
teacher educators was "to develop plans for programs for
preparing present and prospective home economics teachers for

occupational programs." A major stated objective of the
Institute on Post-High School Wage Earning Programs was "to aid
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vocational schools; community colleges, junior colleges and

technical schools in training persons to work with young

children.

The plan for implementation of the above institute objectives

for the pre-service and in-service teacher education and in line

with long-term plans for California as previously described in

steps 1, 2 and 3, Part I, is: (1) to develop a series of

transparencies with overlays explaining programs of gainful

employment that use home economics skills and knowledge which

would serve to increase interest and understanding of education

for gainful employment related to home economics, the reason for

its national development and the procedures for initiating a

specific program in California, and (2) to develop a set of

colored slides with accompanying synchronized taped track

explaining the step-by-step development of gainful employment

programs for the care and guidance of children, explaining the

differences in program emphasis at the high school and post-high

school levels which would stimulate the desire for further con-

sideration and study of home economics education programs at the

high school, junior college and adult levels for "better hones

for a better world and for the development of individuals who (,

can contribute to and find satisfaction in the world of work.1"'l

A packet of materials to accompany the transparencies, slides,

and tapes will be prepared for use in farther study and inter-

pretation of gainful employment education in home economics.

The audio-visual media described for development will serve

as an invaluable tool to assist in bringing about needed change

and acceptance of new developments in home economics education.

At a pre-service teacher education level it can be used to

initiate the prospective home economics teacher to the world of

work at leas than college degree level; for those who are

already teaching and are faced with change it can provide a means

for understanding gainful employment programs and the procedures

for initiating a specific one; for administrators who are the

prime movers in educational innovation it can serve as an

interpretetive device.

The length of the presentation is to be 25-30 minutes and

will carry the title of "A Look at Gainful Employment Education

in Home Economics in California."

(1)

Stovall, Ruth, Leadershio,Dayelopment in Home Economics,

American Vocational Journal, Vol. 42, No. 5, May11967, pp.29
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The content of the proposed sequence of the commentary for

the slidebT showing real programs in action and the transpar-

Encies of statistical information will answer the following

questions:

1. What is gainful employment education in home economics?

24 How did this kind of program happen to come into

existence?
3. How do these programs for gainful employment differ from

the program for homemaking education?

4. 'Jho teaches these programa?

5. How do you initiate and start a program for gainful

employment?
6. How do you develop such a program?

7. When and where will these programs be developed and what

will be taught?
8. Who will be enrolled?

9. What facilities and equipment will be required?

10. How do you finance this program?

11. How is it taught?

12. How do you evaluate the effectiveness of this program?

13. What is the nursery school assistant program?

14. How can a student teacher or experienced teacher learn

more about gainful employment education in home economics?

15. What are the satisfactions for a teacher in developing a

program for gainful employment?

Description of_gmlymjaLAILIALILe_miect would be admintEtared

The Bureau of Homemaking Education, State Department of

Education, has reviewed the proposed project, given endorsement

and would administer it through the staff membersassigned to Home

Economics Teacher Education, Mrs. Dorothy Stone and Mrs. Velma

Johnston of the Bureau of Junior College Vocational-Technical

Education, serving as a committee. These are the two staff

members who attended the national institutes for home economics

during the summer of 1967 and who:

- have developed the outline for the slides, the script for

the tape, and the transparencies.

- have prepared the project proposal requesting a grant

from the Sears-Roebuck Foundation.
- have investigated sources of assistance, securing tenta-

tive commitments and resulting costs in order to prepare the

budget.

If the grant of $2,900 can be made by the Sears-Roebuck

Foundation, the staff committee with the assistance of an

advisory committee, will assume the responsibilities of:
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- refining the proposed sequence of the content of the
script, slides and transparencies.

- conferring with the slide producer and the producer of the
master transparencies.

- selecting locations and arranging for photographing by the
film producer.

- preparing and assembling packets of material to accompany
the slides, tape and transparencies.

- final editing of completed project.

Upon the completion of the master slide set, tapes,
transparencies and packet materials, 35 duplicates will be made
for distribution to the 25 California colleges where teachers of
homemaking education are prepared. Thus the teacher education
program at each institution will have immediate access to a
source of information and an inspiring interpretation of programs
of gainful employment that use home economias knowledge and
skills. The remaining ten sets will be distributed to state
staff members of the BUreau of Homemaking Edacation for use with
groups of teachers and administrators and for similar use by
local supervisors when they wish to borrow a set from one of the
state offices.

The annual statewide conference of chairmen and teacher
educators of home economics of the institutions of higher educa-
tion is scheduled for March 4-5, 1968, in Bakersfield. The

premiere of "A Look at Gainful EMployment Education in Home
Economics in California" will constitute the program of the
dinner and evening session, March 4. Representatives of Sears-
Roebuck Foundation will be invited to participate in the
activities on that occasion. It will be shown again at the annual
conference on home economics in California junior colleges at
the dinner meeting, April 26, 1968, at the Del Webb Towne House
in Fresno. Deans of instruction, directors of vocational educa-
tion, counselors as well as instructors of home economics will
be attending. A Sears-Roebuck Foundation representative will
be welcome.
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TEACHER EDUCATION PROJECT FOR PREPARING OR IMPROVING
TEACHERS FOR OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS

Workshop on Wheels

I. The purpose: To implement a traveling education workshop
for experienced home economics teachers at the secondary
level, which will (1) update their concept of the world of
work, vocational education and home economics related
occupations, and (2) provide a basis for program
development in occupational hame economics to meet pupil
needs and job market trends.

This study will make a significant contribution to
vocational education since it will provide teachers with
an opportunity to expand their concept of and interest in

the world of work; it will provide experiences which can
be related to Idaho's job market; it will provide evidence
of the contribution hane economics has made or is making
to family life and occupational competence in the world of
work.

II. The specific objectives are to enable participants to:

1. Understand more about the world of work and realize
the implications for vocational education.

2. Recognize more job opportunities and levels of employ-
ment for women based on knowledge and skills of home economics.

3. Prepare a tentative plan for teaching a class in
occupational home economics related to local needs.

4. Gain some ability to supervise, coordinate and
evaluate work experience.

5. Develop some nethod of trainee follow-8p which will
evaluate training and give direction for change.

III. Description of procedures

A. Activities

It is proposed the project will be conducted by a
college or university directed by the assistant state

supervisor. The following procedures will be followed:

1. Initial planning

The following steps in planning will be the
responsibility of the director
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a. Contact universities to obtain cooperation
b. Submit tentative plan to State Department of

Vocational Education for funds
c. Recruit resource people, businesses and industries,

and instructor
d. Write letters to superintendents to get indication

of interest and names of teachers
e. Extend invitations to prospective teachers

participating
f. Select participants
g. Confirm plan with agencies, educators, firms,

hotels and others involved
h. Collect materials for use by participants
i. Distribute final plans to participating teachers.

2. Orientation seminar - three days. The orientation will
include presentations, discussions and short field trips.
Resource people from vocational education, business, industry,
employment and other agencies will be utilized. Field trips
will be made to nursing homes, hospitals, food service facili-
ties.

3. Charter bus trip - 10 days.
Transportation and housing will be provided as group

visits Spokane, Seattle, Tacame, Portland, Caldwell, Boise to
observe hospitals, day care centers, nursing homes, hotels, food
establishments, recail and processing, garment industries and
vocational schools.

4. Work experience stations - one week
Wbrk stations will be provided for participants in

nursing homes, hotels and motels, child care facilities, retail
stores, various food establishments and laundry facilities.

5. Evaluation
Each participant will be asked to daily evaluate the

experience by writing the "Big Idea" gained during the day.

6. Summary seminar - one week
During this seminar opportunity will be provided for

participants to develop tentative Plans for occupational home
economics, Consultants and various experts will help develop
techniques of supervision, coordination and evaluation.
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IMCOMPLETE GENERAL OUTLINE FOR TWO LEVELS OF GRADUATE COURSES
PREPARING OCCUPATIONAL ROME ECONOMICS TEACHERS

Introduction*

The need for preparing occupational home economics teachers

becomes more evident and -,ach day. Graduate level courses

are one solution, Two r ctives for teacher educators,

(1) to stimulate and intem teacheis in developing and teaching

occupational home economics courses and (2) to develop teacher
competencies needed for teaching occupational home economics,
indicated the need of graduate courses.

Due to the wide range of experiences and knowledge of home
economics teachers for occupational home economics and because it
is a new _spect of teaching home economics, the need for a basic
general course and an advanced course to further develop the
competencies of teachers was recognized.

A new graduate course, Ed. 557, "Program Planning and
Development in Occupational Home Economics" is being offered the
second semester of 1967-68 school year at Purdue University.
The conceptual outline of this course gives the scope and
semence which cen be used for an idvanced course, Level II.
From this suggested outline, two individual courses could be
developed or the needs of teachers with varying experiences and
backgrounds in occupational home economics could be met with
different learning experiences in the same graduate class.

Only a hrief conceptual outline is given 1.1-1.th one or more

learning experiences at both levels. It is believed that it is
sufficient to give the direction of both levels.

Plan for evaluation:

1. Cooperative and continuous evaluation during the
semester.

2. One or two visits of class participants involved in
teaching occupational home economics the following

school year.

3. Send an evaluation device to class participants as to
suggested changes in course content.

ConceRts and Learning_gmeriences:

Level I ( Ed. 557)

Philosophy:

Level II (Advanced)

Class react to panel of Flan scope and sequence for
vocational educaors on homemaking and occupational

philosophy, home economics for rural
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Level I

Write own beliefs about
occupational home economics.
Repeat at the end of the
semester and compare.

Level II

and urban high schools, area
schools and small and large
high schools. Include post
high schools and adults.

Federal legislation and state plans:

Complete a state occupational Suggest solutions to case
application for a new studies of problem situations
occupattonal home economics by applying state plan and
class, federal regulations.

Advisory committee:

Define the role of an
advisory committee.

Select an advisory comnittee
from own community for a

particular cluster o:f jobs.

Prepare a letter asking
people to be members of an
advisory committee and out-
line thoir responsibilities.

Surveys:

Conduct a survey for
emidoyment needs in a

community for one area.

Interview one or more
employers for employnent
need.

Construct a questionnaire
for occupational interest
in home economics for
high school students.

Discuss the need of general
and/or specific advisory
committees.

Invite business people who are
advisory committee members or
possible nembers and demon-
strate a committee meeting.

Write objectives for committee
meetings at different stages
of the development of an
occupational program.

Analyze the results of a survey
and use to develop an occupa-
tional home economics program or
class. This may be an approach
to administrators, guidance
personnel and board of education
or a formal plan givinil the
steps.

Personnel in Vocational Education Programs:

Identify line and staff
relationships in different
types of school situations.
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Level I

Identify the responsi-
bilities of state vocational
people in working with
individual teachers.

Teacher Qualifications.;

Discuss the commonalities
and differences in teaching
homemaking and occupational
home economics.

Prepareja list of
competencies needed fol- an
occupational home economics
teacher.

Debate the amount of work
experience needed for a
teacher preparing workers
for a particular job.

Have a "successful" coopere.
ating teacher give ways of
working with employers and
visiting students on-the-job.

Curriculum:

Level II

State occupational home
economics supervisor
work with the group.

After completing supervised
wofk experience in one
area, list skills and
knowledge needed to prepare
people for this job.

List experiences and knowledge
to be included in preparing
teachers for occupational
home economics.

Debate preparing college
gradaateifor teaching
both homemaking and
occupational home economics.

Make a job analysis and write Using knowledge and skills
one or two lessons or part gained from work experience,
of a unit preparing a person develop an outline for a
for this job. curriculum training a student

to be a worker in an entry
From information gained from level job in this area.
a tele-conference with a
person in an industry ueing
workers in an area related to
home economics, list skills and
knowledge wanted 17
employers for a given job.

Space and equipment:

Identify the space and equip-
ment needed for teaching one
area in occupational home
economics.
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Prepare a rough draft for
remodeling or reorganizing
a home economics room for
teaching one area in occu-
pational home economics

Student Qualifications:

Prepare a list of personal
qualifications of a high
school student for entry
level jobs of various kinds.

Work with a gaidance
counselor.

Methods of Teaching:

Identify the commonalities
and differences in methods
of teaching homemaking and
occupational home economics.
Discuss and demonstrate
methods as needed.

Teaching Materials:

Analyze, evaluate and adapt
some homemaking teaching
materials for use in teaching
occupational home economics.

Evaluation:

Analyze and adapt two or
three evaluation devices
for use in an occupational
home economics class.

Public Relations:

Write newspaper story about
a new or an existing
occupational home economics
program. D-19

occupational home economics
for a new scaool. Explain and
defend to an architect and

administrators.

Construct an application
form for a student for an
occupational home
economics class.

Construct a certificate to be
given to members of adult
courses upon completion of an
occupational class with hours

of work experience.

Given curricula for
occupational home economics,
identify and suggest methods
for teaching the units.

Prepare teaching materials
for a given lesson or unit
in occupational home
economics.

Develop evaluation devices
for a given unit for
occupational devices.

Suggest or develop methods
or forms for "following-up"
students after completion
of an occupational device.

Develop a brochure for
occupational home economics
program.



Prepare outline for home
economist to use on a
vocational education panel
for PTA, clubs, etc.

Prepare illustrative
material for an interpretative
talk to the public on
occupational home economics
programs.

Write article or give high
lights of talk explaining
occupational home economics
including Some student success
stories for legislatorslpeople
in industry, newspaper, etc.

Make a plan for interpreting
homemaking and occupational
home economics.

Have 2 or 3 detailed specific
methods and times of
interpreting.



PLAN FOR IDENTIFYING POTENTIAL TEACHERS AND PREPARING THE
SELECTED TEACHERS TO TEACH IN THE HOME ECONOMICS

nremPATIANAL PRnf2PAMS IN FyNTUCKY

Development and expansion of effective home economics
occupational preparation programs depend in part upon the
teachers of the programs. Teachers currently employed in teach-
ing homemaking programs may consider their present positions to
be time consuming and complex enough without the addition of
other responsibilities. Besides this factor, the homemaking
teacher often believes that.she can make her greatest contribu-
tion through teaching of youth and adults in the homemaking
aspect of home economics. Therefore, a problem facing home
economics occupational program development is that of supply and
preparation of teachers for these programs.

At present, there are many home economists who are not
employed in professional positions. Many are young mothers;some
home economists who have not returned to working after rearing
the family; still others have never had a professional position.
These home economists have the ability to make excellent contri-
butions, if they could be located, if less than full-time
positions were available, and if they were given additional
education to qualify for the position. Therefore, the purpose of
this project is to plan for a way of identifying these poteutial
teachers and to develop a plan for preparing a selected group to
assist in teaching the occupational preparation programs in home
economics.

Ob'ectives

The following objectives were selected for the project.

1. Identify potential teachers for home economics
occupational preparation programs.

2. Determine qualifications of teachers for the occupational
preparation programs.

3. Interpret occupational education to home economists
expressing an interest in such programs.

4. Conduct in-service programs for groups of home
er!onomists desiring to teach occupational programs.
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Definitions and explanation

Professional home economist: a p,.rs,,n hAving a baccalaureate

degree in home economics.

Occupational home economics: a home economics program which

has as its objective the preparation for an occupation

utilizing home economics knowledge and skills and

terminating with less than a baccalaureate degree.

Home Economist in Homemaking: one of a group of at least

eight home economists affiliated with the American and a

state home economics association.

Procedures

The identification element of the project involves locating

the unemployed or underemployed home economist as a first step.

In addition to knowing who she is and her address, additional

information is needed regarding her background in educational

experience, factors related to personal living, and factors

related to emplotment experiences, both at the professional level

and/or at the non-professional levels. A completion type survey

was constructed.

Pretesting of the form will be completed by interviewing two

state supervisors and two teacher educators in Kentucky. (A

copy of the initial form "Searching for You" is attached.

An "EMployment Opportunities in Kentucky Involving Home

Economics Knowledge and Skills" research project was completed

in August, 1967. This research project involved eight populous

areas of Kentucky -Bowling Green, Covington, Frankfort, Hender-

son, Lexington, Louisville, Owensboro, andPaducah. Since

occupational classes, based upon the findings of this study will

be developed in these population areas, teachers who are prepared

for teaching specific courses will be needed. Therefore, the

survey for identifying of potential teachers will be made in

these eight areas. Other areas will be surveyed because of need

for potential programs in these areas.

Teams of home economists in the eight population areas will

be selected for interviewing. In three areas the president of

the State Home Economics Association will contact each chairman

of Home Economists in Homemaking, explain the project to her,and

ask her to name a three or four-member team to do the telephone

interviewing. In the other nine areas, the president of the

state HEA will appoint a three-member team of home economists.

After interviewing teams are established, each team will be

trained by one of the investigators.
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It was decided that more unemployed home economists could be
reached if local newspapers were used to announce the need. In

addition, local radio and television stations udll be contacted
to make spot announcements and/or be included as a part of home
economics related programs.

The newspaper article which will appear in the twelve areas
suggests that the potential teachers call one of three or four
names. It was decided to use the telephone type of interview
because it affords more personal contact with the potential
teacher, yields more complete data return, allows for probing
for complete answers, and is relatively inexpensive,

Each potential teacher's qualifications udll be listed by
geographic location. Those who state that they have no desire
for part-time or full-time employment will be separated from the
list. A follow-up letter of thanks will be sent by the president
of the HEA with information regarding community and professional
organizations.

The potential teachers will be selected from the remaining
names. In each of the twelve areas, a meeting will be held for
this group. The meeting will be conducted by members of the
State Department of Education, home economics education personnel,
and one investigator. The purpose of this meeting is to explain
the occupational-preparation emphasis in home economics.

Survey forms for each group of home economists who still
express an interest in further meetings and teaching responsi-
bilities will be reviewed in light of the qualifications needed
for teachers of the various occupations.

Teacher Preparation Programs

First Phase: A day and a half session will be conducted
where general information regarding the occupational preparation
aspect of the home economics program will be explained to help
potential teachers understand the pro,,Lam. The entire group of
potential teachers will attend this first phase program. The
meeting for the entire group of potential teachers will be held
in a central location.

The following objectives will serve as guides in the
development of Phase One program of training:

1. Understand recent legislation affecting educational
programs includipg the Vocational Act of 1963.
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2. Be able to explain the differences in the homemaking

and occupational phase of the program and to state the overall

objective of home economics.

3. Comprehend and be able to explain to others criteria for

determining the feasibility of establishing an occupational

preparation program.

4. Understand methods of selecting, organizing, and working

with advisory committees in planning and execnting occupational

programs.

5. Develop steps necessary in setting up an occupational

program.

6. Recognize the importance and purpose of extended

laboratory experience.

7. Comprehend criteria for selecting persons as trainees

for specific occupational programs.

8. Be aware of facilities, supplies, and teaching materials

needed for occupational programs.

9. Identify basic principles of evaluation that can be

applied to occupational pr)grams.

10. Become aware of procedures of placement and follow-up

of trainees on-the-job.

Second Phase: This is being planned for potential teachers

with outdated or little or no professional education.

After examination of the personal and professional qualifica-

tions of the potential teachers, the decision will be made

whether it would be economical to have one five-day session or

more than one session in the state and whether a separate session

for the certified teacher group who need updating in professional

education content is needed. The possibility of offering the

program for credit will be explored.

Three teams of home economics teacher educators will be used

in the Second Phase, if the decision is made to have more than

one session. The following objectives will serve as guides in

planning this phase.

1. Discuss and illustrate by examples the process of

teaching. D-24
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2. Recognize characteristics of high school and adult

learners.

3. Use effectively methods and techniques of instruction.

4. Plan units using curriculum materials prepared for
occupational education.

5. Plan lessons that include objectives, generalizations,
and leat.4ng experiences.

6. Develop techniques of working with employers.

7. Comprehend principles and techniques of supervising
extended laboratory experiences.

8. Apply principles of evaluation to assess teaching
?rocess.

Third Phase: The Third Phase program of preparation for
teaching will be based on the specific clusters of occupational
programs needed. As envisioned from the Employment Opportunities
research project, there will be occupational programs directly
related to the (1) clothing area, (2) food service and manage-
ment area, (3) child development area, and (4) home management
and home service area.

A two-week occupational workshop, "Specific Occupations,"
will be held at one of the state universities to update teachers
in subject matter related to the occupation. This workshop may
include some general sessions in addition to small group
sessions to work on specific occupations with specialist in the
field. Materials developed by personnel at the University of
Kentucky wiil serve as a guide for building the potential course
outlines.

Fourth Phase: The Home Economics Program Projection is for
at least 16 new occupational programs to be underway by September,
1968. To offer assistance for problems as they arise and to
evaluate the effectiveness of the first three phases of this
educational program, the two investigators and the assistant state
director of home economics education will visit thse new teachers
once a month during the school year of 1968. When common problems
occur, special conferences will be planned to give assistance.
When additional materials for instruction are needed, these three
people will arrange for their preparation. The visits will allow
the program-evaluation team to enumerate problems encountered
by these teachers, estimate the effectiveness of materials
developed, and note changes needed in future teacher education
programs. D-25



"SEARCHING FOR YOU"

Directions: Complete the following form by writing in, a3
completely as possible, the descriptions given by the home

1. Name

Part I. Personal Data

2. Phone

(First) (Middle or maiden) (Last)

3. Address

(Street)

4. Husband's name

5. Husband's occupation

(City) (Zip code)

6. List children by name and age

.1=1".

7. List community, civic, social organizations to which you
belong and list your orticipation

Part II. Educational Background

8. List college or university where you received the bachelor's

degree

9. List your major and the approximate number of hours earned

10. List your minor and the approximate number of hours earned

11. Year the bachelor's degree was received

12. List college or university where you received an advanced

degree(s) or where you have done some advanced study
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13. List what you studied by the year in which it was studied.

Part III. Positions

14. If you are employed, describe your present position by

giving the name, location of the employment, and length of

time in this position

15. If you have had other professional positions, describe the

positions held, how long you had the position, and location

16. List and describe the job or jobs of a non-professional

nature which you have he14 since high school, with date

Part IV. Present Employment Interest

17. The field of home economics has many new positions available.

Would you be interested in accepting employment or changing

positions, if part-time or full-time teaching positions

were available in your locale? IMMIMMI

18. If your answer to question 17 was that you are or may be

interested, could you attend a meeting where a new home

economics program will be explained?

19. Any other comment

Interviewed by

Phone number
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A PLAN FOR AN IN SERVICE CONFERMCE FOR HOME ECONOMIC6 TEACHERS,

GUIDANCE PERSONNEL, AND ADMINISTRATORS ON OCCUPATIONAL PREPARII0

IN HL,TH SCHOOL HGME ECONOMICS PROGRAMS

State Department of Education, Minnesota

The exposure of Mdnnesota home economics teacher to the

implications of the Vocational Education Act of 1963 to home

economics had been incomplete and, in many ways, inconsistent due

to changes that occur with a developing philoeophy, the results of

which are varying degrees of apathy, confusion, and misunder-

standing.

The purpose of the conference was to aim toward the accept-

ance of the expanded role of home economics in vocational

education by the home economics teachers, gaidance personnel, and

administrators. The phrase in the statement of purpose "aim

toward" is important. It was recognized that complete attainment

would be impossible in such a short time yet there was desire to

keep sights set high because of the urgency of the challenge with

which home economics educators are faced.

The degree to which this purpose was accomplished will be

measured by the action planned and evidence of action taken within

the schooll as observed in school visits, through requests made

for the help of home economics supervisors and program development

consultants, by participation in relatAd summer workshops next

year, and as reported on the annual d.--acriptive report.

Action initiated within the conference program is expected

to continue as a plan for local action. These action ideas were

basic to planning the conference.

1, Identify the expanded role of home economics in

vocational education
2. Compare and contrast the present and expanded roles

3. Establish the need for assuming an expanded role

4. Determine the effect of the expanded role in the

present program
5. Implement the expanded role through present program,

program course revisions, or offerings

6. Measure the success of the steps taken.

The following guides were used in planning conferences:

(1) twenty-four meetings held throughout the state, (2) the

evening meal muat be provided, (3) meeting facilities will vary

from one community to another, (4) the SEIM resource people

would not be available for all meetings, (5) home economics

teachers, guidance counselors, and administrators are involved,

(6) Same negative attitudes have developed toward occupational
aspect of home economics, e.g., some felt the hloemaking

program threatened.
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PTOGRAM - "The Home Economics Teacher - a Vocational Educator?"

Coffee served from 4:00 to 4:30 p.m. to allow for varying

arrival times.

Phase I - "Facing the Challenge"
Illustrated talk introducing theme for meeting - using over-

head projector and transparencies of Peanats characters in

appropriate post_ and the chart mentioned below.

1. Change and our relationship to it
Frustrated by it
Accepting it and ( dapting to it
Creating it - "Those who create change do not have to

adjust to It."
2. Some areas of change with implications for home economics

The role of the homemaker
Production of goods and services outside the home
Increasing employment of women outside the home.

3. Meeting the challenge of change
Up-to-date curriculum for homemaking
Provide opportunities to explore and prepare for

occupations relating to home economics

4. Focus on the needs of students
Attention of educators drawn to "sit-it-outs" and

"push-outs" as yell as "drop-outs"
Chart - "Schools Must Help 26 Million Youngstc:s Work

Their Way Through the Challenging Decade Ahead" from EDUCATION

FOB:A CHANGING WORLD OF WORK, 1962 - OE Pub. No. 80020

Phase II - "What Can Be Done?"

A. Video tape of two case situations to illustrate students'
need for help in developing vocational objective and competence

1. A junior girl planning for program for her senior year in
talking to the home economics teacher about her interest in fashions
and possible careers in the fashion world.

2. A boy talking to the guidance counselor about his interest

in foods. He cooks at home some and hopes to get a part-time job at
the local drive-in in the spring.

B. Informal buzz session discussing from administrative, counseling,
and teaching standpoint what home economics could be doing to do a
better job of meeting the needs of students in preparing for the

world of work. Discussed such questions as:

What kinds of experiences do home economics teachers need to
ftgear up" for the challenge?

Does present structure of school programs allow us to
concentrate on individual needs?

What kinds of contributions can a home economics teacher make
to the team of vocational educators within a high school?
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C. Open discussion sharing ideas from buzz session.

Phase III - "What is Being Done?"

A. Video tape of what is going on in several Minnesota

communities that illustrates the expanded role that home economics

can play in vocational education.
1. Rochester, Minnesota adult and post-high vocational

education
a. The development of post-high program in child

day care explained at a visit to one of the Aldrich Memorial

Nursery Schools
b. Homemaker's Aide class for the emotionally

disturbed at the Rochester State Hospital
c. A tour through the dietary department of the

new Rochester Methodist Hospital - showing variety of employment

possibilities and discussing courses for occupational upgrading

being conducted - special diet preparation for nursing home _food

service personnel and preparation of foods for vending machines.

2. Kellogg Senior High School, Roseville program in
semester concentrations which combines the objectives of prepara-

tion for homemaking in each specialized area with exploration of

related occupations at all levels.

3. North Senior High School, North St. Paul program in

food preparation and service for senior boys - visit to a lab

session with a review of the program followed Ly shots of students

employed in cafeteria, restaurant in comrunity, and pursuing

further training.

B. Report on expansion of fo6d service course to eight
additional schools and the workshop held to prepare teachers for

this course. Share observations of programs in progress.

Phase IV - "What Are We Going To Do?"

A. During dinner a discussion of action which can be taken

in the school which each represented. In restaurants, where the

chef or manager had been involved with the workshop or an advisory

committee, he was asked to talk to the group about his interest

in education, willingness to cooperate, and the need for this

cooperation in educating today's youth for work.

B. An action-evaluation sheet to be completed by the

representatives of each school as a group handed out at the end

of dinner and completed before leaving.
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PROGRESS REPORT
Twenty-four meetings have been held.
Approximately one thousand people attended representing 375

schools.
Guidance counselors and administrators, as well as home

economics teachers, attended the meeting the first 22 meetings.

(Report of last two meetings not available.)

General evaluation:

Good to have meeting away from a school. Restaurant

had more relaxed atmosphere conducive to discuosion end

conversation.
Audio-visual media used was innovative and greatly

added to the effectiveness of the presentation.
Small group meetings held in convenient locations

around the state made it possible for soma people to attend who

could find it difficult to attend a large meeting

Outcomes reflected in action planned:

Need for flexibility recognized
Let students audit units of specific interest

Help individual students
Wbrk with Distributive Education or Diversified

Occupations Coordinator
Develop reference library in occupational area

Find out more about vocational-technical schoo:e

Offer semester concentrations
Exchange with industrial arts or agriculture classes.
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PROPOSAL FOR PROVIDING COORDINATED &MPLOYMENT
EXP1MIENCES FOR VOCATIONAL TEACHERS

Purposes

Prominent among the issues regarding vocational teacher
preparation is the question of occupational experience. Consid-
eration must be given to the purposes and nature of occupational
experience to be e,sential for quality teacher performance as
well as to the amount of experience required. The purposes of
this proposal are:

1. To identify dimensions of the occupational emironment
likely to be involved in the performance of various vocational
teaching roles.

2. To outline a proposed program for providing employment
experiences for vocational teachers in home economics related
programs.

Occupational Environment

Dimensions of the occupational environment likely to be
involved in the performance of various vocational teaching roles
were defined and are listed below. This is not intended to be a
comprehensive listing for all occupational areas and would be
modified to fit the specifications of a given occupational area.

The vocational teaching roles have been identified as:
Director of instruction
Counselor
Mediator of the culture
Member of the school community
"Link" between school and community
Member of profession.

The extent the dtmensions of the occupational environment are
likely to be involved in the performance of the various teaching
roles have been judged as Extensively involved, Moderaisa
involved or Somewhat involved.

Dimensions of the Occupational Environment

1. Occupational Opportunities

a. Range of job opportunities within a given occupational
area D.32



b. Levels of jobs within an occupational field (entry
level, technician level, etc.)

c. Nature of job opportunities
d. Promotion and advancement opportunities, procedures,

and patterns

e. Relationship of job opportunities in a given occupation-
al areas on a local, regional, and national basis.

2. Performance Requirements

a. Nature of the methods involved in performing given
work assignments

b. Techniques of operating equipment nd tools of the trade.
c. Production standards to be maintained
d. Degree to which employee(s) must be self-directing
e. Types of personal interactions expected.

3. The Work Environment

a. Nature of the physical environment
b. Characteristics of the "human environment" related to

the work situation (for example: variety of personalities; age
range; predominantly one sex or both men and women employed

c. Nature of the emotional environment (calm or tense;
formal or informal; pressured or relaxed; etc.)

d. Legal, safety, and sanitation standards governing
employees.

4. Management Philosophy, Policies, and Procedures

a. Goals of the business operation
b. Involvement of the employee
o. Opportunities and benefits for employees
d. Expectations of employees (hours, uniforms, etc.)
e. Channels of communi( ation
f. Nature of on-the-jo!: and in-service training an.

supervision provided to employees
g. Relation of any given establishment or group of

businesses to the broader society.

Proposed Experiences

Proposal for providing employment experiences for vocational
teachers were developed at three levels: Level I, Orientation
Experiences; Level II, Operational Experiences; and Level III,
Proficiency Experiences. The objectives and procedures which
have been developed are given below.
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Objectives

Level I:

Become aware of the occ,spnfinnAl Apportnnities in an

occupational field.
Become aware of aspects of the occupational environment and

their relationship to the performance of the worker in those jobs.

Develop basic skill in using a minimum of one tool for

systematically analyzing responsibilities of workers in at least

one job classification.
Assist employees in performance of a limited series of jobs

(or positions of them) to develop initial skill levels.
Translate selected aspect(s) of the occupa'cional environment

into instructional or curriculum tool(s) to be used in local

program.

Level II:

Develop and/or upgrade or update performance in set of
related job processes or operations.

Evaluate performance uf workers in a set of related job
tasks.

Develop or adjust atandards for performance.
Translate selected aspects of occupational experience into

curriculum or instructional tools for use at the local program
level.

Level III:

Develop proficiency in specialized set of operations.
Develop set of analytical and evaluative devices to assess

worker performance in the operations undertaken.
Translate experience into an instructional program for

students (program to cover all aspects ftivolved in the operation
or series of operations).

Elizibilitx

Level I - Teaching major in field related to occupational
area; little or no occupational experience in area.

Level II - Teaching major in field related to occupational
area; Level I or equivalent experiences.

Level III - Teaching major in field related to occupational
area; Level II or equivalent experi.ences.
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Field Experience

Level I:

Approximately 30 hours. Job observations in variety of
work situations related to occupational rea in which the teacher
is to provide instruction.

Interview representative employers regarding expectations of
workers and job requirements.

Interview representative employees regarding their occupa-
tional responsibilities, attitudes toward their job, etc.

Undertake a series of brief job assignments as substitute
for, or assistant to, regular employee.

Level II;

Summer, full-time work experience in one establishment (or
equivalent experience dbtained over period of the school year).

Obtain more extensive experience in various roles in the
occupational situation (including assisting with supervision,
as a management "trainee," in personnel, etc.)

Engage in evaluation studies of workers in selected job
tasks; assist management in adjusting performance standards or in
retraining workers to meet new job requirements.

Level III:

Similar to Level Il except employment ,.:xperience should be
in a specialized area and should focus upon a specialized set of
operations over a longer period of time.

Related Grcup Seminar or Individual Conferences

Level I:

Approximately 30 hours. Orientation seminar prior to field
experience to develop operational plan and to examine analytical
tools to be used.

Summary seminar to evaluate field experience and develop
final state-neitts of curriculum or instructional materials.

Periodic interim conferences to check progress on project
and to check field experience progress, problems, and experiences.

Level II: Approximately 30 hours. Similar to Level I in
format (activities would vary).

Level III: Approximately 30 hours. Similar to Level I in
format (activities would vary).
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allested Individual Related_falest

Level I:

Selected readings relevant to occupational area being

observed. Develop annotated bibliography for tho.:e that could be

used with students in the local program.
Curriculum or instructional project to be developed for use

in local program.

Level II:

Similar to Level I but adjusted in content and focus.
Similar to project for Level I except that project for

Level II would be expected to be more canprehensive in nature.

Level III:

Similar to type of suggestion in Level I but adjusted in
content and focus.

Procedures

1. Develop guidelines for recommending level of experience for
teachers desiring to undertake program related to such
factors as kind of teaching situation and prior occupational
experience.

2. Develop guidelines for selecting cooperating employers and
outline conditions of participation.

3. Formulate operational policies and procedures with respect to:
Informing teachers of offerings (such as at November State

Conference for Home Economics Teachers)
Submitting, processing, and approving applications from

teachers
Scheduling experiences for teachers (on individual and group

basis)
Visitation schedules of teacher educator.

4. Acquire and develop materials to use in conducting program.

5. Recommend course description and credit
Would rtcommend using the following catalog listing:
"Education 884. Laboratory and Field Experience in Education

Variable credit. Approval of department.
"Supervised graduate practicums, observations, internships,

and externships in the various areas of emphasis."
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PREPARING TEACHERS FOR HOME ECONOMICS RELATED

OCCUPATIONAL FROGBANS

Preparing Teachers for Home Economics Related Occuatiaml
Programs

A field experience/seminar course to be offered spring term,

1968, for a three-credit externship as partial fulfillment of

the master's degree program in vocational-technical education at

Rutgers Univeisity for preparing home.economics teechers of

related occupational programs at the secondary, adult and post-

high school levels.

Course description

EXternships in science and technology for vocational-

technical teachers are planned to meet individual needs of

s'Aidents and are provided through cooperation with industrial,

business, research and public agencies. It is expected that

master's theses or projects will grow out of externship exper-

iences. Professional education staff coordinate the externship

so that maximum value to the individual will result.

Need:

The impact of recent federal le, slation and growing awa-e-

ness of basic societal needs has broadened the focus of vocational

hoae economics to include an orientation to and preparation for

occupational education and training at the entry level and tech-

nical level using the knowledge and skills related to home

economics. Inservice teachers and recent graduates of teacher

education programs whose focus has been limited to vocational

homemaking for preparation for home and family living need help

in developing additional competences required for initiating

nnd conducting these home economics related occupational programa.

In addition there is a need for coordinators and/or supervisors

of these programs in llth and 12th grade prograns in comprehensive

high schools, in area or county vocational schools and in junior

colleges which broaden their base beyond the transfer curriculum.

Place in_RranImmatrIst

The externship experience will be offered as part of the

home economics core to master's degree candidates who have

completed six to 12 credits at the graduate level. It will be

offered at two levels:
First level: Exploration in Home Economics Related

Occupations, 2 credits, and
Second level: Supervised Field Ekperience in Home Economics

Related Occupational Clusters, 3 credits.
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First level: Emloration in Home Economics_goc.ons,
3 credits, spring, 1968
(1) Child Care Services and (2) Clothing, Textile and

Fashion Industry and Home Furnishing Services.

The learning experiences in this first level externship will
be planned to help develop three competences needed by home
economics teachers of occupationally oriented programs at the
secondary, adult and post-high school level as informally
identified by teacher educators representing twenty states and
ten state departments of education at a federally funded
Institute for HOMB Economics Teacher Educators, Iowa State
University, Imes, Iowa, July 24 - August 11, 1967.

Competance 1. Develop and adapt interview and observation
techniques for the purpose of investigating employment opportun-
ities in job clusters related to home econoniu, knowledge and
skills, such as Child Care Services; Clothing, Fashion Textiles
Industry and Home Furnishings; Food Services; Institutional
Management and Hospitality Services, Household Ehployment and
Homemaker/Health Aide Services.

Concept: &MB economics in related occupational job
clusters.

Instructional orectives
1. The learner selects one home economics related job

cluster, examines and reviews interview schedules and observation
forms that have been used in the related services area and
develops (a) one observation form for a specified job in the job
clusters, (b) one employer interview schedule, and (p) one
employee interview schedule.

2. The learner observes three to five jobs in the selected
job cluster area and analyzes the identified tasks as to basic
knowledge, skills, attitudes, interpersonal relationships
involved and occupational climate as it affects the worker and
refines the observation instrument.

3. The learner Interviews three to five employees and three
to five employers in the selected job cluster area and identifies
employer expectations, employee problems and needs, and upward
mobility possibilities and refines the interview schedule.

4. The learner develops three to five job descriptions
within the job cluster at three levels including job classifica-
tion, employment opportunities, identified home economics
related skills and knowledge, and ability level of learners to
qualify for entry level or above jobs.

Competence 2. Contact, establish rapport and investigate
community resources suc.4 as prospective employers, placement
services, skilled workers, representatives of labor and industry,
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school administration and guidance personnel, community service
organizations, communications media, teachers of occupational
programs and parents in justifying an occupeional training
program that will serve the needs of the students, the state,
the community and the nation.

Concept: Advice and counsel in developing home economics
related occupational programs.

Instructional ob'ectives
1. The learner identifies employment needs and prospects

in a selected job cluster area by collecting data from four of
the following suggested sources or others: (a) newspaper help

wanted employment ads, (b) yellow pages of the telephone book,
(c) government employment services office, (d) locald and union
employment agencies, (e) employer interviews, (f) 1960 census
data reports in relation to local employment patternsl(g) other
sources.

2. The learner will develop (a) a sample descriptive
communication for pupils and guidance personnel for prospective
occupational course to be offered with a feedback tear slip
indicating interest, (b) a similar communication for parents of
interested pupils with interest and permission feedback, and
(c) a descriptive flyer for interested coAmunity and advisory
committee personnel.

3. The learner will propose the personnel to be inc]uded
in an advisory committee for the job cluster area and justify
each member as to purpose and function.

gametquiel, Plan the content of an occupational program
for training in a home economics related job cluster, suggested
facilities and equipment, instructional resources, etc., as an
integral part of total vocational education purposes of the
school, community and nation.

Concept: Home economics related occupational training and
the total program of vocational education.

Instructional oblectives
1. The learner is able to identify two or more social and

economic purposes of federal legislation for vocational educa-
tion and to interpret the impact on home economics education
for useful and gainful employment.

2. The learner interviews specialist(s) in one other
vocational service and identifies two or more commonalities and

two or more unique aspects in a home economics related
occupational program.

3. The learner develops instructional techniques fors
(a) a learning experience common to two or more vocational
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services, and (b) a learaing experience unique to a home

economics related occupation using taped case situations, single
concept films, programmed learning or Unipac, slides and
evaluative commentary, etc.

Topical Content
(3-6 seminar sessions, 2 hours each)

I. Surveying employment opportunities in home economics related
occupational areas
A. Identification of job clusters related to home economics
B. Sources of data related to employment needs
C. Techniques and tools for interviewing and observation
D. Other (home-centered businesses, self or group

developed business services.

II. Advisory committee personnel and other sources for advice
and couneel
A. Government services
B. Labor representatives
C. Community service clubs and community agencies
D. Administrative and guidance personnel
E. Business personnel officers
F. Potential employers
G. Specialists and coordinators in other vocational

services

H. Other.

III. Forces which affect vocational education services
A. Social and economic
B. Federal and state legislation and adaptation of rules

and regulations
C. Local school philosophy and objectives
D. Abilities and interests of potential trainees
E. Instructional methods, media, facilities, etc.

Field Experience and Course Requirements
(minimum 45-50 hours)

Individual Related Requirements:

1. Job descriptions and classification of at least three
levels within a job cluster from prearranged observations

2. Job observation form
3. EMployer interview schedule

4. EMployee interview schedule
5. Suggested topical course content on the job cluster

area and selected readings relevant to occupational areas for
(a) teacher, and (2) pupils
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6. Suggested facilities and equipment needed

7. Suggested resource persons

8. Three samples of communication for (a) pupils,

(b) parents, (c) administrative and guidance personnel

9. One example of A RpRcifin teachina technique, method

or material
10. Identification and improvement of a minimum of one

personal skill needed within the job cluster, preferably in a

non-paying situation as a helper or volunteer aide

U. Suggested advisory committee representation in the job

cluster area and purposes.

Group project:

Suggested guidelines and techniques for inservice teachers

preparing to teach home economics related occupational programs.

Second leveli_gapervised Field Experience in Home Economics

Related Occuptional Cluste_g_L'saszecitla

To be developed as a supervised cooperative on-the-job work

experience for one or more jobs within the job cluster area,

employee evaluation, employer evaluation, and program evaluation

techniques and tools will be emphasized.

Suggested References (First Level)

American HOW Economics Association. Yorking with Low-Income.

families. Washington, D.C. AHEA 1965

Allen, Dwight W. and David B. Young. "Television Recordings:. A

New Dimension in Teacher Education." Report of a National

Invitational Research Planning Conference - Trade and

Industrial Teacher Education. The Center for Vocational and

Technical Education. The Ohio State University, 980 Kinnear

Road, Columbus, Ohio. 43212

American Vocational Association, Inc. post-Secondary Education

a Home Economics. Bulletin. AVA, Inc., 1025 Fifteenth St.

N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005. 1967

Baker, Elizabeth Faulkner. Teshnologyandjimplajark.
Columbia University Press. New York and London. 1964

Colicchio, Antoinette. 4attern Making ynd Design (Vol. 1).

Curr. Library Dept. of Voc-Tech. Ed., Rutgers University,

New Brunswick, N. J.
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Department of Public Instruction. Preparing for Employment in
Child Care Services in Pennsylvania Schools. Also Food
Services. 1967. Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. 1966

Dommer, Carolyn. Project Director, Hospity Education Pro'ect..
Michigan StAtA University, College of Education Research and
Development Program in Vocational-Technical Education.
Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan

Esbenson, Thorwald. Writing Instructional Objectives. Compli-
ments of Materials Dissemination Center, 27965 Cabot Road,
South Laguna, California 92677

Glatthorn, Allen A. and Gardner A. Swenson. 40_12_ExgRara_k
Vnipac. Teachers' packet. Materials Dissemination Centsr.
IDEA. The Institute for Development of Educational Activ-

ities. A Charles F. Kettering Foundation Project. 27965
Cabot Road, South Laguna, California 92677

Guidelines in Coo erative Education. The Center for Vocational
and Technical Education. The Ohio State University,
980 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212. 1967 (out of print)

Hawkes, Glenn R. and Joe L. Frost. Tbaj2itgaslygniagagUitild.
New York. Houghton Mifflin Co., 1966

Billinger, Yvonne. Power Sewing. Dept . Voc-Tech Education
Curriculum Laboratory, New Brunswick, N. J. Rutgers, The .

State University

Holland, John L. Thepszfational Choice. Topics in
Educational Psychology. Waltham, Mass. Blaisdell Publishing
Co., Ginn & Co. 1966

Lee, Ata. "Minimum Space - Maximum Use." American Vocational
Association Journal, Vol. IV (January, 1966), 23-25

Mager, Robert F. Preparing Instructional Ob ectives. Palo
Alta, California. Feeron Publishers, 1962 paperback $1.75)

Mason, Ralph E. and Peter G. Haines. Cooperative Occupational
Education and Work Experience in the Curriculum. Deuville,
Illinois. Ini.,orstate Printers and Publishers. 1965

Marphy, James M. handbook of Job Facts. Chicago. Science
Research Associates, Inc. 1963

Pearl, Arthur and Frank Reisman. New Careers for the Poor. The
Free Press, New York. Maciaillin Co. 1965
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Rabinlow, Harold F., Leroy Johnson and Catherine Cavanaugh. A
Survey Instraaent for Identifying Clusters of Knowledgesid
Competences Associated with Performance of: Food Service
Work, Report No. 9. Child Care work, Report No. 10.

Available from: Eric, The Ohio State Center for Vocational and
Technical Education, Ohio State University, 980 Einnear Road,
Columbus, Oio 43212, in micro-fiche or hard cover. Project
No. ERD 257-65; Contract No. OE 5-85-109. December 1966.
A team of home economists, managers of commercial and
institutional food service establiEhments, and food service
employees conceptualized and field tested a survey instrument
to obtain up-to-date facts about major types and combinations
of tasks by food service workers. The same has been done in
relation to child care work, office work, general merchandise
retailing, building trades, electronics.

Rotz, Patricia H. and Ruth Whitmarsh. ThiaLAT12/E&MI,A2E2ELE1
Home Economics Education: A Selected Bibliography. Urbana,
Illinois Division of Home Economics, University of Illinois,
1965.

Rutledge, Aaron L., and Gertrade Zenon Gross. Nineteen Negro
Maa. 615 Montgomery St., San Francisco, California. Jossey-
Bess Inc 1967

Walcoff, Charles. Industrial Needle Trades. Dept. of Vocational
Technical Education, Curriculum Laboratory, New Brunswick,
N.J. Rutgers, The State University.

Training Institute Reports - Federally FUnded
(Copies limited or out of print unless personal

copies are available)

"Contemporary Issues in Home Economics," A Conference report.
Washington D.C. NEA, 1201 Sixteenth St. N.W., 20036.May 1965

Corey, Jean S. Technical and Semi-Professional Jobs for Women.
721 Capital Ave., Sacramento, California. Bureau of HOmemaking
Education, California State Department of Education. Progress
.i'vort, 1962.

FUltz, Ann.: Carol. liafmhop for Preparation of Home Economics
Teachers to Teach Wage-Earning Programs in Food Services,
Bureau of Researah in Vocational Education, U. S. Office of
Education Dept. ciEW. 1965. (Southern Illinois University,
Carbondale)
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Gorman, Anna M. An Instructional Program for Teachers of

Occupational Training Programs. Dept. HEW 1966.

University of Kentucky, Lexington)

Gravatt, Arthur E. (Editor) (Same Economics Program Development

for Disadvantaged Youth and Their Families." Grant No.

0E-5-85-102. Washington, D.C. U. S. Office of W.Alu'Atior;

Dept. HEW.

Lee, Sydvia, Kathleen M. Howell, Patricia Smith and Louise Vetter.

Implications of Women's Work Patterns for Pro ram Develo -

ment in Vocational and Technical Education. Research

Series No. 19) Columbus, Ohio, 43212. The Center for

Vocational and Technical Education. The Ohio State Univer-

sity, 980 Kinnear Road. Oct. 1967.

Annotated bibliography supplement to above.

(Research Series No. 19) Oct. 1967

Midwest Regional Pilot Conference. "New Approaches to Counseling

Girls in the 1960's." A report of the Nidwest Regional

Pilot Conference. Chicago, University of Chicago Center for

Continuing Education. February 1965.

National Leadership Seminar on Home Economics Education.

"Program Develuoment for Occupational Education." Columbus,

Ohio, 43212. The Ohio State University, 980 Kinnear Road.

1966.

Roberts, Roy. "Determining Kinds of Gninful Etployment in which

Former Homemaking Students from Arkansas Secondary Schools

Engage, and what Knowledge and Skills Homemaking Curriculnms

may Contribute to these Gainful Occupations." BR 5-0002; ED

010-013. Fayetteville, Arkansas. Dept. of Vocational

Teacher Education, University of Arkansas. 1966

Sulek, Helen. Child Development Training Programs forVooational

Home Economies Teachers. Dept. of Human Development and the

Family. University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska. 1967.

Project No. 6-2186 (available from ERIC)

Whitmarsh, Ruth F. "An bcploratory Study of Knowledges in Chad

Development and Guidance Needed by Mothers and Workers in

Occupations Related to Child Care." Contract No. OE 6-85-

082. Washington, D.C. U. S. Office of Education, Dept. HEW.

1966.
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PROPOSAL FOR HOKE ECONOMICS WORKSHOP

Reason for proposing home economics workshop

The increase in numbers of home economics programs in opera-

tion in New York state prepring persons from high school through

adulthood for gainful employment has served to reemphasize the

need for strengthening in-service education for personnel in

these programs. Furthermore, increasing numbers of home econom-

ics programs are being developed to better meet the needs,

interests, and abilities of disadvantaged youth and adults,

Appropriate instructional materials, resources for teaching and

curriculum guides are limited. Hence, this workshop is planned

to assist teadhers to fulfill their responsibilities.

TEg_ickerselicriteria for admission

This workdhop is planned for New York state teachers mho are

currently teaching or newly employed to teach occupational educa-

tion to persons with special needs, teachers who are teaching in

the larger urban areas and/or other areas which serve disad-

vantaged individuals.

Workshop ob'ectives

Understanding characteristics and needs of educationally,

emotionally, aulturally, socially, economically impoverished

youth and adults.
Awareness of economic, social, cultural, legislative bases

for hame econondcs progrnis preparing for gainful employment.

Knowledge and understanding of the employment preparation

sequence in the New York State Syllabus for Rome Economics

Education and its use in varying school programs in the state.

Familiarity with techniques, methods, media uaed in teaching

courses in employment preparation to persons with special needs.

Preparation, evaluation of curricular, instructional

materials appropriate for use with varying programs of employ-

ment education with disadvantaged yputh and adults.

Outline of- content

1. Economics, social, cultural, legislative bases iLdicat-

ing need for preparation for gainful employment in hame

economics.

2. Characteristics and needs of disadvantaged youth and

adults.

3. Nature of learner enrolled in employment education

programa.
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4. Ehployment preparation sequence in New York State
Sullabus for Home Economics.

5. Curriculum planning for erployment education.
6. Public relations programs to insure support from commun-

ity, employers, business, industry as well as the educational
institution where program is offered.

Dates and location

Monday, August 5 - Friday, August 23, 1968.

State University College at Buffalo, Caudell Hall 211
Home Economics Education Center, CH 212, CH 213
Home Economics Education Seminar Room.

One or more all day or half-day field trips per week to city
schools, suburban schools, Harkness Center, Potter Rd. Area,
vocational schools, Community Action programs in the area.

Facilities include references,'use of Butler Library,
Communications Center on campus at State University College at
Buffalo.

Means of publicizing workshop

Will work cooperatively with Bureau of Home Economics,
Albany, New York.

Letters to administrative personnel involved.
Descriptive brochure to supe:intendents, principals, home

econlmics teachers and supervisors.
Graduate - summer session news bulletin.
Personal announcements to all graduate students at S.U.C.B.
Personal announcements to Buffalo city teachers of home

economics, supervising teacher cooperating with S.U.C.B.
Announcements in Bome Economics Division Almni Newsletter.

Plans and methods of evaluating_workshou

Major base of evaluation would be curricular material
developed by the teacher for use in his own school situation or
a plan for ways and means to solve a problem relating to his
own situation.

Students would develop an evaluation instrument, a publicity
release, an employment survey plan, a job follow-up plan for
students who have completed a program in order to determine
effectiveness of the workdhop.

Students to be contacted in the spring of 1969 regarding
their progress on the job since completion of the workshop and
asking for their suggestions for planning and conducting future
programs of this kind.
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PROPOSAL FOR REVIEWED HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION CURRICULUM

Occupational education certification regulations are

currently under review for New York state. The following

proposed program for preparing home economics teachers incorpor-

ates the proposed new sections of the Regulations of the

Commissioner for teaching technical and related technical

subjects. This plan was duplicated and used with home economics

education staff in connection with a college-wide review of the

home economics core. A proposed revision of the case is still

under consideration. At the state level, the ad hoc committee

on certification of vocational teachers is still working on

guidelines for writing certification regulations.

The Commissioner of Education has defined home economics

occupation as follows:

"Home economics occupation means homemaking education

which provides instruction which will enable families to improve

their family life through more effective development and utili-

zation of human resources. It may also include instruction

that qualifies individuals to engage in occupations involving

knowledge and skills in home economics subject matter areas,

i.e., child development, clothing and textiles, food and

nutrition, home and institutional management, home furnishins

and equipment. Included are such occupations as those which

provide services to families in the home and similar services

to others in group situations, those which provide assistance

to professional home economists and professionals in fields

related to home economics in business, agencies, and organiza-

tions, and other occupations related directly to one or more

home economics subject matter areas."

Conservative projections for New York indicate an expected

300 occupational home economics teachers (out of a projected

total of approximately 3,000 home economics teachers) will be

working in area vocational schools under Boards .of'Cooperative

Educational Services or in local comprehensivelligh schools by

1975. Evaluation of occupational home economics programs in

New York in the past three years has indicated a need for the

teacher to want to teach in such a program. Therefore it seems

reasonable to offer alternative possibilities for certification,

allowing a prospective teacher to prepare for either a home-

making or an occupational home economics position as her

interests guide her. It would seem wise to combine preparation

for occupational home economics with preparation for the home-

making program in the related area for the following reasons:

(1) only ten per cent of New York's teachers are likely to be
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needed for occupational programs; (2) teachers will be moving
from one program to another; and (3) in some schools one teacher
will be teaching in both programs.

Specialization is provided for in the occupational-home-
making preparation, limited to a part of the many facets of
home economics. It will also be possible to specialize in
family life education which is the most rapidly growing hame
economics course in New York state programs.

PROPOSED REQUIREMENTS FOR PROVISIONAL CERTIFICATION

Option I - Preparation to teach the home economics program for
home economics program for homemaking at the junior and/or
senior high school level. Certified for this only.

Option II - Family life education specialization. Certified
for this only. Junior and/or senior high.

Option III - Preparation to teach the following specializations
in the homemaking program: child development, foods,
nutrition, family and community health and in the occupa-
tional home economics program: child care services, family
and institution health services, food service. Certified
for these only. junior and/or senior high.

Option IV . Preparation to teach the following specializations
tn the homemaking program: clothing,textiles, housing
design, management, consumer education.
And in the occupational home economics program: clothing
and textiles related services, household and institutional
housekeeping services and related job clua ters. Certified
for these only. Junior and/or senior high.
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Areas of new or increased emphasis

General Education:

Bases for federal, state and local educational programs
Economic concepts of labor, capital, law and government

manipulations
Race relations and general interactions between men and

society
The inequalities of modern industrial society; societal

rewards and their distribution
The changing role of man in relation to work
Change agents, agencies, and channels of change in American

society
The unsolved, unresolved, persistent and recurrent problems/

failures of the members of American society
Prejudice and ethnic relationships
Individual and group differences; the limits of change
Culture of poverty (especially urban poverty culture)
Relationship of cultural deprivation to biological

deprivation and delay of gratification
Reduced intelligence as a function of lesser cognitive,

perceptual and verbal skills
Achievement motivation
Anthropological concept of race as a classificatory and

taxonomic device for understanding human movements in time and
space.

Subject matter speciality:

Labor laws; unions
Technological change; automation and its impact
Concept of rising and declining jobs and professions
The world of work: authority and discipline
The labor market and the work force
Employee and employer relationships: policy making, strikes,

sanctions, social pressures
Women in the labor force
Dual role of women; changing roles of men and women in

relation to homemaking
Commercial methods and equipment
Time and motion studies
Decision making.
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Professional Education:

Place of vocational education in total program of the high
school; federal and state programs; legislation in occupations
and vocational education

Agencies serving the disadvantaged. Comparison of conserva-
tinn, nnd hflmAn raenvirrom Aavolnpmont prngrama.

Innovation in education: modular scheduling, learning
laboratory, etc.

Place of home economics occupational programs in vocational
education

Teaching the slow learner and the mentally retarded
Evaluation of student progress in terms of occupational

requirements

Characteristics of youth with special needs: educational,
psychological, sociological

Concept of cost-benefit of educational programs
Personal reactions to culture of disadvantaged, "poverty-

type" students; occupational home economics
Processes and procedures for job opportunity analyses; job

requirement analyses
New media for classroom communication
Implications of absence of "learning to learn: capability
Learning theory
Wbrking with a coordinating council (advisory committee)
Communicatingwith the business community.

Employment experience:

Sensitizing experiences with populations different from
middle-class students

Competent performance in job clusters to be taught
Career ladders; continuing appropriate educational

opportunities.
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FRAMEWORK FOR IN SERVICE COURSE IN OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS
Winthrop College, South Carolina

The framework developed for an in-service course in occupa-
tional home economics included statement of objectives, basic
concepts and generalizations, specific content, references and
some suggestions for evaluation. The objectives are included in
this report.

STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES

The home economics teacher will develop the competencies
needed to teach occupational home economics. At the end of the
course she will be better able to:

1. Comprehend current knowledge about women and the world
of work

2. Identify the objectives of vocational education at the
secondary level

3. Know the procedures for planning and initiating
occupational programs

4. Develop curriculum materials for teaching occupational
home economics

5. Plan for follow-up and evaluation of occupational hone
economics programs.

Objective 1. Comprehend current data about women and the world
of work

Concepts,

Education needs
of women in
our society

Vocational
education

Educating for
the dual role
of women

Basic ideas and Reneralizations

Education in our society-needs to develop
skills and the capacity to think, understand,
and enjoy; these goals have traditionally
been a part of so-called "liberal education."

The humanities can contribute to personal
growth and aspiration of individuals.

The needs of both men and women csn be
better met if vocational education is an
integral part of the total education program.

Women need preparation for wage-earning in
addition to skills in home management and
child rearing.

Many women enter employment out of
economic necessity.
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Commts Basic ideas andgeneralizations

Family life education can give students

models to emulate of stable, secure homes -

denied so many young people of the

present generation." Mary Lee Hurt.

Educational Leaderaiga, Jan. 1965

Changing nature "The changing nature of job opportunities

of job reflects * shift from emphasis on manual

opportunities work to emphasis on rngnitive work."

David Rice. "Brployr int and Occupations in

the Seventies." Wicatienal Leddership.

Jan. 1965. p. 23G

More young people need to be pr,vared to

enter the work force at the higher

occupational levels.

There is a greater demand for the vhite

collar worker, especially in the profes-

sional and technical occupations.

Legislation Changes and amendments are based on

aupporting changes in society and on commitment to

vocational serve all people.

education

Vocational Education for vocational competency may

competency require lifelong training and retraining

experiences as a normal part of a workerts

life.

The unemployment rate among dropouts

doubles that of the general population.

Vocational success is dependent on:

education, health, grooming, ability to get

along with others, wholesome attitudes

toward authority, understanding the world

of work and ability in a specific vocation.

Responsibilities
"
The public educational system has a basic

of schools obligation to aid the preparation of all

young people for effectiveness in the

world of work." Educating for Work,p. 109

"There is a need to strengthen educational
and training institutions and gear them

more closely to occupational requirements."
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Oldective 2. Identify the objectives of vocational education
at the secondary level

gMAIRIP Basic ideliseralizations

Goals of Goals derived from the Vocational Education
vocational Act of 1963 for improvement in vocational
education education include: plan programs geared to

labor market demands; provide training in
all types of occupations (except those
7?equiring a baccalaureate degree) for all
people of all levels of ability and in all
kinds of institutions; evaluate all
aspects of programs; and give attention
to research and demonstration programs.

Vocational educators accept the following
objectives for vocational education at the
secondary level: to enable in-school youth
to develop entry level skills; develop
habits and attitudes which contribute to
success on the job; know the organization
and structure of a vocation; know how to
enter and progress within the vocation;
develop skills and attitudes which
facilitate adjustment by the learner;
changes in technology and requirements and
changes in his aspirations.

Problems and Problems in vocational education of common
concerns in concern to all teachers of occupational
vocational programs include: providing up-to-date
education curriculum and effective instructional

methods and media; motivating alienated
disadvantaged youth toward work; providing
counseling and placement service; obtaining
qualified leaders and teachers; and planning
flexibility in scheduling ro provide for
work experiences or on-the-job training.

Objective 3. Know the procedures for planning and initiating
occupational hcme economics programs

Community It is important to assess the potential
surveys needs of a community or employment area in

terms of job opportunities.

Training programs are to be established
only when employment opportunities
exist.
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Concepts

Selection
of students

Objective 4.
occupational

Source of
content

Basic ideas and Reneralizations

Course content is determined by .an analysis

of what the worker must know and be able

to do in order to be successful in an

occupation.

Trainees must be selected oh the basis of

aptitude, ability, and characteristics

necessary for successful employment.

Develop curriculum materials for teaching

home economics.

Curricula Components:

1. Content

2. Objectives

3. Learning
experiences
and resources

4. Evaluation

Job anclysis serves as a guide to the

content of curriculum.

The same basic knowledge and skills are the

foundation for both homemaking and training

for wage-earning occupations using knowledge

and skills of home economics.

Concepts serve to help identify major

questions to.answer.

A clear idea of the expected behavioral

outcome should be obvious in the stating of

educational objectives.

Many of the courses currently taught in ho

hone economics contribute to helping a

student become more employable.

As basic learnings are defined, several

subject matter areas may have a contribution

to make.

Students Lay benefit from the combined

efforta of teachers invoJved in a team

approach.

The use of many methoc,3 and devices will

be helpful to the teacher in determining

the effectiveness of her teaching.

Objective 5. Plans for follow-up and evaluation of occupational

home economics programs
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Basic ideas audgeneralizations

For complete evaluation,.teachers need to
keep individual student records for follow-

up and records of (1) enrollments,

(2) dropouts, (3) completions, (4) place-
ments, and (5) subsequent success of
students.
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PROPOSAL FOR UNDERGRADUATE COURSE

H. Ed. 310, Ptacticum in Occupational Teacher Education, 1-3
credits. Prerequisite: C. D. 223, Human Development and
Personality; MHE 273, Management or Family and Personal Living.
This involves independent study including a summer work
experience for prospective occupational home economics teacherso

The course is designed for the sophomore or junior home
economics education student as an opportunity to develop
competences desirable for teaching occupational programs. The
purpose of the course is to alert the student to the realistic
human interactions and problems involved in the world of work.
It is intended that the student will gain a deeper insight into
her own attitudes toward and abilities for teaching occupational
programs by involvement through direct observation and practical
experiences in a real work situation rather than in a structured
laboratory situation. The work experience may involve any type
of employment in a less than professional level job that can
meet the criteria of the course.

Each student's plan will be made during the last balf of the
spring semester in a series of seminar sessions and individual
conferences with the teacher-coordinator. The paacticum will
be carried out during the summer and will be evaluated in
seminar sessions during the first half of the fall semester.

Each student will be required to:

1. Identify the rules and general policies governing
the situation.

2. Collect information and be aware of resaurces that will
be helpful in understanding the employment processes at all
levels of work experience.

3. Identify problems of human relations involved in the
specific situation in which she is working and to suggest
possible solutions.

4. Keep a record of emotional reactions to critical
incidents occurring on the job.

5. Identify and use techniques to evaluate the work
experience in view of planning occupational programs.
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Procedure

During the last half of spring semester a series of seminar
classes will be organized to include the following to/Acs:

Philosophy of vocational education and the role of home
economics in preparing students for gainful employment.

Resume of other areas of vocational education and types of
jo'- slated to each area.

.)ortance of orientation to world of work - as perceived by
the employee-the employer-the customer.

Legal aspects of employment in relation to employees,
employers, ana teachers of gainful employment classes.

Identification of problems involving human relationships
anticipated during the work experience.

Critical incident technique - modified for self-examination
of emotional reactions.

The student will plan a summer work experience whidh will
involve an entry level job and an advanced or managerial level
of the same type of work. The job will be one that involves
communication and interaction with other people in employee-
employee-employer relationships. The student may select any
type of summer work experience that meets the foregoing criteria.
It may be on a volunteer or paid employee basis. The employer
will be the supervisor. A recommendation from the employer will
help serve as an evaluation of the work experienoe.

Final plans for the proposed work experience will be
completed by the end of the spring semester.

During the work experience the student will identify at
least 20 critical incidents and record two responses to these:
her immediate reaction, and her reaction 24 hours later.

A single concept lilm or other form of individualized
instruction will be provided for additional clarification of the
critical incident technique as modified for this course.

The first half of the fall semester will consist of seminar
classes which will provide for evaluation of the work experience
and implications for teaching occupational classes. These
will include:

Self-evaluation of the reactions and attitudes revealed in
the recorded critical incidents.

Suggestions for resolving the problems perceived during the
work experience.

A critique uf the work experiences in view of developing
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p4ans for teaching gainful employment classes at high school and
post high school levels.

A CRITICAL INCIDENT TECHNIQUE
Modified for self-examination of amotional reactions

The critical incident technique consists of a set of
procedures for collecting direct observations of human behavior
in such a way as to facilitate their potential usefulness in
solving practical problems and developing broad psychological
principles.

By an incident is meant any observable human activity that
is sufficiently complete in itself to permit inferences and
predictions to be mmde about the person performing the act. To

be critical, an incident must occur in a situation where the
purpose or intent of the act seems fairly clear to the observers
End where its consequences are sufficiently definite to leave
little doubt concerning its effect.

1
Flanagan used the objectively observed behavior of the

individual involved in the critical incident as a basis for
determining job requirements, and any personal opinion or inter-
pretations by the observers were not to be considered.

2
Norman Kiell used a modified critical incident technique with

pre-service teacher trainees and the study of child and adoles-
cent development. A similar modification can be used to help
prospective teachers become better prepared to teach occupational
classes. By changing the emphasis from an impersonal observa-
tion to a personal reaction of a critical incident in which she
is involved, the prospective teacher will be better able to
recognize and analyze her own reactions toward situations which
occur in the world of work. Hopefully, through this process dne
will gain a deeper insight into her own attitudes and develop a
feeling of empathy toward persons involved in work situations.
As a result of this experience she will be able to use teaching
techniques that will be most effective in similar situations.

1
Flanagan, J. C., Psychological Bulletin, Vol. 51:327-358.

2 0
Kiell, Norman, "Emotional Reaction," Clearing House, May 1967.
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A prospective teacher will be required to work at a chosen

occupation in an entry level position, in an advanced level in

the same type of job, and also in a mmnagerial or supervisory

position. During the time spent at each job level, she will

record her immediate reaction as a participant to what she

considers a critical incident. Twenty-four hours later dhe will

record her feelino toward the same incident. (A 24-hour inter-

val is suggested to help the student establish a regular time

each day to record her responses.) The purpose for recording

two reactions with a 24-hour interval is to help the student

recognize that suppressed hostile emotions might flare up at the

moment which may be modified by an interval of time, thus she

may be able to be more objective about coping with it later.

Because she realizes this and can recognize the situations that

affect her adversely, she is in a better position to guide her

students toward desirable interpersonal relationships.
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A Short Unit of Study to be Incorporated in Vocational

Home Economics Education

This unit will provide a more meaningful experience for

prospective student teachers enrolled in vocational home

economics education: (1) in their study of legislation affecting
home economics education and implications for home economics and

(2) in planning programs in home economics. This vocational

home economics education course immediately precedes the student

teaching experiences. Eight to ten class meetings have been

allotted for study of this unit. Students will have an oppor-

tunity to visit public schools to observe classes in homemaking

programs and in occupational training programs during this

period. Additional opportunity for observation and some
participation in occupational programs will be provided during

the student teaching experience.

Goal I. To help prospective teachers gain an awareness of
legislation affecting voxational education and implications of
this legislation for home economics.

A. To became aware of the forces which have brought about
recent legislation affecting vocational education

B. To determine types of programs in public schools which

reflect implications of legislation.

Generalizations: Economic, social, and technological

changes affect legislation. Employment opportunities influence

program offerings in vocational education.

Content:
Forces influencing legislation relating to occupational

training
Vocational education programs
Legislation affecting vocational education

Suggested experiences:

1. Interview local anployment bureau to determine: job

opportunities in locality; average salary for available job
openings and projected job requirements for next year.

2. Review literature to become current regarding world of

work.

3. Survey members of the class to determine vocational

programs in home school.
4. Ask a school admikastrator to discuss relation of

vocational education to total school program.
5. Interview teachers in vocational programs in local

schools to determine nature and type of program offerings.
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Goal II. To help prospective teachers gain an understanding
of the home economics teachez's responsibility in organizing and
developing vocational home economics programs in public
supported schools.

A. To recognize relationships betwten "useful" employment
and "gainful" employment.

B. To become aware of the responsibilities involved in
organizing vocational home economics programs.

C. To provide experiences for student involvement in
activities relating to organization and development of
occupational training programs.

Generalizations: Education for homemaking and gainful
employment using home economics have both common and unique
qualities.

Involvement in programs in operation provides insight in
procedures and responsibilities of the vocational home economics
teacher.

Content:
Commonalities of useful employment and gainful employment

programs.

Areas of responsibilities of teachers in initiating programs
in home economics-related occupations.

Suggested experiences:

Use resource person - representative from employment office
to discuss employment opportunities in the area.

Review report, "Teacher Shortages in Virginia," Virginia
Journal of Education.

Make survey of other sources for job opportunities for home
economics related occupations.

Observe employees in local establishments to determine kind
of knowledge and skills required for specific job.

Determine function, purpose, and selection of advisory
committee through review of reference materials, interviews with
home economics teachers, etc.

Construct criteria for use in selecting advisory committee.

Use resource person to discuss results of survey of occupa-
tional needs and homemaking needs of the area used in curriculum
planning.
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Visit local school to observe: skills being taught,
student-teacher relationships, equipment needed for training,
and means used to determine individual progress.

Interview persons responsible for training, students to

determine:

Responsibility assumed for placenent of trainee
Responsibility assumed for orienting trainee for employment
Instruments used in determining progress made and

satisfactions received.by employee.

Construct chart indicating commonalities found in organizing
a home economics program for useful employment and a program
for gainful employment.
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Audiotutorial Kit

To Help Teachers Identify
Essential Steps in Planning for Occupations

Programs in Home v^onomica

The audiotutorial kit includes 10 lessons through which
students progress at individually controlled speeds. Each lesson

is organized around a general concept. Resource persons have

been interviewed by Grace Granberg. Accompanying each tape is a

set of guides including reactor sheets on which listener records

answers to specific questions and problems. Each lesson requires

approximately 30 to 40 minutes to complete.

Contents and Resource Persons

I. Introduction
Purpose of the audiotutorial, instructions for use

Et. Alberta Hill, Head of Home Economics Education, Iowa

State University
Margie Lowrance., State Supervisor of Home and Family Life,

Division of Vocational Education, State Department of
Education, Olympia, Washington

Kenneth Rowe, Teacher Educator, Distributive Education,
Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona.

II. Occupational Identification

Margie Lowrance
Genevieve Olson, Consultant in Occupational Home Zconomics,

State Department of Minnesota
Marie Myer, Program Office, Home Economics Divisional of

Vocational and Technical Education, DREW, U.S. Office
of Education, Region II, New York

Marianne Andrews, Director of Home and Family Life, State
Dtpartment of Vocational Education, Washington.

III. Documenting the Need

Joye Terrass, Teacher Educator, Purdue University,...ediana
Phillip Medgard, Supervisor, Trades and Industrial Education,

State Department of Vocational Education,Washington

State.

IV. Student Characteristics

Carole Jamison, Teacher Educator, Tennessee Agricultural
Industrial College, Nashville

Kenneth Rowe.
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V. Identifying Objectives, Type of Instruction, Facilities

Carolyn Dommer, Teacher Educator, Michigan State University
Dr, Helen Nelson, " It N.Y. State College of

Home Economics, Cornell.

VI. Occupational Experience

Marie Myer
Dorothy Stone, Regional Supervisor, State Department of

Vocational Education, California
Carol Ellsworth, State Supervisor, Arizona State Department

Vocational Education.

VII. Advisory Committee

Ardyce Gilbert, Teacher, South Dakota State University
Dr. Helen Nelson
Philip Medgard.

VIII. Instructors

Dr. Ann Gorman, Teacher Educator, University of Kentucky
Jewell Deene Ellis, Teacher Educator, Murray State Univer.

IX. Follow-up

Dr. Hester Chadderdon, Professor, Home Economics Education,
Iowa State University

Dr. Helen Nelson
Alpha Jones, Teacher Educator, Alabama A. & M. College.

X. A Program in Action

Jan Sweeney, Teacher, Marysville High School, Marysville,
Washington

Bill Pardee, President, Washington State Restaurant
Association.
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INTRODUCTORY IN-SERVICE WORKSHOP FOR HOME ECONOMICS

TEACHERS WITH EMPHASIS ON EDUCATION FOR

GAINFUL EMPLOYMENT

Overview

This introductory in-service workshop was conceived and

planned as a means of informing currently employed teachers of

home economics at the secondary level of the opportunities

available to them through the provisions of the Vocational

Education Act of 1963. It is also designed to provide under-.

standing and insight into specific procedures and techniques of

program development, as well as to stimulate irterest in and

concerns for the preparation of students for entry-level jobs or

post-high school training.

Rationale

Although the knowledge and skills taught in classes of home

economics for useful homemaking may contribute to successful

employment, courses designed specifically for employment prepara-

tion differ from the former. To date, very limited and

inadequate opportunity has been afforded teachers of home

economics in Wisconsin to becane acquainted with courses designed

for occupational preparation or with the implications of the

Vocational Education Act of 1963. The result is some misunder-

standing. Therefore, home economics teachers in Wisconsin need

an opportunity to gain understanding and insight as well as

specific procedures for developing:programs if high standards are

to be achieved.

As a result of the workshop, the participants ought to be

prepared to return to their communities and lay the grounUrk for

the establishment of wage-earning programs. They may act as

initiators of programs, as members of advisory committees for

the establishment of wage-earning programs in home economics

oriented occupations, or as consultants in cooperative wage-

earning programs.

Basic Assumpgala

This workshop is planned with three basic assumptions being

made: (1) that home economics education for gainful employment

is as worthy a goal as the traditional home economics education

for the professions and for useful homemaking, (2) that teadhers

of home economics are willing to accept responsibility for

developing programs for gainful employment, and (3) that the

participants have minimal knowledge about these programs.
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Des cri

The participants are to be currently employed hone economics
teachers. The following criteria will be used as bases for
selection:

a. Hone Economics education background
b. Potential employment need of the community
c. Expressed interest in home economics programs for

gainful employment
d. Personal work experience
e. Recommendation of administrator.

Basic ONectives and Generalizations for Workshop

Objective 1. Identifies and evaluates personal beliefs about
vocational education in general and home economics for
gainful employment in particular.

Generalization: The fact that there is universal concern
for vocational education in general and home economics for _Rain-
flilemEloyment in particular requires evaluation of personal
beliefs concerning this dimension of education.

Objective 2: Understand the rationale for and implications of
vocational education in general.

Generalizations:

Vocational education reflects the social, economic and
technological condition of the times.

Vocational education is based on:
- rights of the individual to a total education
- responsibilities of society to supply education for all

and to help individuals choose educational plan to
achieve vocational goals

- relationships between the economy and vocational education
and between liberal or general education and ,..k,uational
education.

Objective 33 Knows the provisions of the Vocational Education
Act of 1963.

Generalizations:

Legislation is affected by social, technological and
economic conditions.
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Legislative acts identify guidelines for effectiza voca-
tional education programs in such areas as objectives,
teacher qualifications, selection of students, department
facilities, curriculum and reimbursement procedures.

The effectiveness of an educational program is related to
knowledge of governmental laws and regulations associated
with the development of such a program.

Objective 43 Knows trends in the changing society that have a
affected education for useful homemaking and have implica-
tions for training for gainful employment in occupations
using home economics knowledge and skills.

Generalizations:

Home economics educatioL parallels changes in societal
structure.

Social, economic and technological changes affect the role
of women in the home as well as their positions in the
world of work.

Change is one area of living necessitates a need for change

in other areas.

Societal changes affect the knowledge and skills needed for
employment in selected occupations.

Programs for useful homomaking and for gainful employment
can both contribute to the improvement of home and family
living.

Objective 5. Becomes aware of the relationship that emists or
ought to exist between instruction in wage-earning home
economics at the secondary level and instruction at the
post-secondary and adult levels.

Generalizations:

Instructional emphasis at the secondary level usually
includes "vocational readiness" and baalsamajtmge while
instruction at the post-secondary level is more likely
related to (1) idab_gulay levels, (2) upgrading, in an
occupational area, and (3) ;etraininz due to su.ch factors
as obsolescence and economic shifts.
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Communication among instructors of secondary and post-
secondary programs, as well as counselors, administrators
and representatives of employment agencies is a means of
contributing to and implementing educational programs.

Objective 6. Identifies factors involved in initiating, planning
and implementing occupational home economics programs.

Generalizations:

Acquaintance with the multiplicity and complexity of factors
involved in one or more ongoing educational programs
contributes to ones ability to develop new programs.

The kind and quality of home economics programs for gainful
employment are affected by the philosophy of administrators,
counselors and home economics teachers as well as by the
procedures established in a school district.

Understanding and interaction of home economics teachers
with members of the community and other vocational agencies
contributes to the development of programs appropriate to
the needs of the community.

Occupational programs of high quality are dependent upon
continuous vocational guidance and evaluation of students.

Labor organizations can contribute to the development of
occupational programs.

Providing meaningful work experiences contributes to
Success of a wage-earning program.

Positive attitudes towaro work contribute to a satisfying
occupational experience.

Satisfying occupational experiences affect self-perception.

Objective 7. Evaluates own competence and readiness to initiate
wage-earning programs which are practicable and feasible.

Work experience for teachers of programs for gainful employ-
ment in home economics oriented occupations prorides a
realistic view of the factors involved in occupations below
the professional Jevel.
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Planned observation of an occupation or cluster of occupation
can help one identify the tasks involved.

Extensive knowledge of available resources enables a teacher
to supplement her knowledge of and skills in any specific
occupation.

Objective 8. Evaluates own existing home economics program in
terms of possible courses of action for development of
occupational phase.

Generalizations:

Careful evaluation of existing programs and facili-des is
necessary before implementation of innovative programs can
take place.

Acceptance of curriculum changes is facilitated when suCh
changes are based upon the needs of the students as well as
those of the community.

SOME LEARNING EXPERIENCES TO BE USED IN WORZSHOP

Use a previously prepared instrument such as opinionaire or
attitude scale concerning vocational education and home economics
for gainful employment. Have participants respond. Collect
responses. Administer again on last day of workshop and have
participants respond or return original instraments and have
participants record changes if any. Discuss reasons for changes
or lack of change.

Use keynote speaker to develop rationale for vocational
education.

Invite speaker to speak on "Vocational Legislation, Its
Implications for HMIS Economics." Follow by questions by
participants.

ASK one consultant to discuss "Changing society - implica-
tions for homemaking emTloyment" and "special needs" education.
Show film: "Keys for the Homes of Tomorrow" (Sears, Education
Division). Use a round table discussion or buzz session, have
participants develop atatements of similarities and differences
between useful homomaking education and gainful employment
education.

Present topic, "Occupational Outlook in Home Economics-
Oriented Occupations," through panel of business and/or
professional persons concerned with employment of persons who
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would profit by and use home econonics knowledge and skills.

Present and discuss the film "Home Fires." Identify tasks

of tne occupation of honemaker-hame health aide portrayed in

film and formulate implications for a training program.

Ask: persons who have successful programs and/Or have

initiated and supervised ongoing programs to describe programs.

Take a field trip to one or more employment situations where

employees use home economics knowledge and skills. Participants

will record on a previously prepared observation sheet what

knowledge and skills specifically are being used.

Demonstrate use of single concept film to instruct students

in a Skill.

Each participant report on a program plan and point up

procedures for implementing occupational program.


